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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Study purpose
This study was commissioned to determine whether the infrastructure sector can cope with current and anticipated
infrastructure delivery targets and, if not, what steps can be taken to ease pressure on the sector to accelerate the
provision of infrastructure.

The intended focus was largely on the public sector, and on large scale projects.

The

hypothesis that had to be tested was whether there is a need to expedite capital spending and, if so, whether and what
form of capital expediting facility could be established to facilitate expedited capital spending.
Background
After frantic civil engineering activity in the seventies gross domestic fixed investment peaked in 1981 at R 70 billion
(1990 prices). From that peak, investment declined 35% until 1994 to around the R 46 billion mark. The resultant
slow-down led to capacity shedding in the construction sector with the adoption of more flexible production strategies,
whilst many engineering professionals developed other skills in response to changing market demand. The introduction
of SETAs with their perceptions about how to implement skills development further contributed to the erosion of skills in
the industry. Following the adoption of a new Constitution in 1993, Government embarked on a process of legislative
and institutional reform. South Africa now has in the order of 136 acts that regulate various aspects of infrastructure
provision and service delivery. Macro Government reforms in the nineties led to the establishment of agencies such as
the National Electricity Regulator South Africa, followed by the amalgamation of more than 700 local authorities into
284 municipalities in 2000. The process of institutional reform continues. Legislation is serving before Parliament to
finalise arrangements around the regional electricity distributors, whilst the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry
continues to transfer water supply schemes to municipalities. The water sector will be further reconfigured with the
establishment of the proposed National Water Resource Infrastructure Agency and the Catchment Management
Agencies. Some government departments still grapple with transformation issues, whilst many suffer from the loss of
institutional memory.
Infrastructure targets
From this low capacity level Government has identified infrastructure delivery as a key mechanism around which to
boost job creation and hence economic growth, and to achieve certain social goals. Government’s flagship programme
at the present time is the Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa (ASgiSA). ASgiSA recognises that
a backlog has emerged in public infrastructure spending, and states that public-sector investment is planned to rise to
around 8% of GDP. As reflected in the Medium Term Budget Policy 6 Statement in October 2005, government and
public enterprise investment expenditure for the period April 2005 and March 2008 is planned around the R370 billion
mark.

More recent figures as reflected in the 2007 revised medium term expenditure framework indicate planned

public sector gross fixed investment in the order of R 416 billion.
Projected spend by the private sector for the next three years is not exactly clear, though its contribution to capital
formation is very significant. The Reserve Bank (2006) noted that growth in the real value added by the construction
sector accelerated to an annualised rate of 13.1⁄2 per cent in the first half of 2006, driven mainly through robust
activity in the construction of residential and non-residential buildings. The demand for residential buildings was
underpinned by higher consumer confidence coupled to lower interest rates.

The upward momentum in the non-

residential building sector in turn is attributed to expanding demand for office space, industrial facilities and shopping
malls.
Signs of strain in the infrastructure sector
Several indicators signal the strain experienced in the infrastructure sector and point to capacity being stretched in the
sector. Some of these signs include a slow-down in the competition for tenders, high staff turnovers and staff vacancy
rates, under spending in public sector budgets in the order of R 5 billion, and the payment of a 30% premium of
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salaries of engineering professionals. The consulting engineering profession reported billing rates close to, and in some
cases, exceeding 100%. In many cases bulk infrastructure capacity has reached capacity limits, thus placing a damper
on further growth in particularly connector and internal reticulation services, that in turn constricts residential
development.
Potential causes of project blockages
Causes of project blockages may vary depending on the sector (eg. electricity, mining or water) or the type of
organisation (eg. private sector developer, state owned enterprise or a municipality).

There are however three main

categories of blockages, namely project specific blockages, bureaucratic blockages and systemic issues.

This report

focuses on the latter two categories. The potential for bureaucratic blockages arises whenever a project owner depends
on approval of some matter from a third party. Several potential bureaucratic blockages were identified, some of which
include environmental impact assessment processes, application for water permits, borrow permits and sectoral
approvals, deed searches and the requirement for consideration of public-private partnership opportunities.
Systemic issues include matters such as skills, construction materials and capital equipment shortages; supply chain
management constraints, overall capacity constraints in the infrastructure sector, black economic empowerment, and
regulatory burdens.
The need and feasibility for a capital expediting facility for large projects in the infrastructure sector
A normative framework and questionnaire was developed, based on research of typical ombudsman approaches, to
determine whether such a facility would assist in unblocking projects faced with bureaucratic constraints.

An

Ombudsman typically investigates complaints lodged, and attempts to settle the dispute through procedures aimed at
reaching out-of-court agreements to protect consumers against costly legal action.

The concept was tested with a

range of infrastructure stakeholders including government departments, civil engineering consultancies, construction
companies and various statutory bodies.

Concurrent to this activity the research team also conducted local and

international research to identify characteristics of available infrastructure models.

The results of local interviews

indicate that an ombudsman-type facility would not be feasible, partly because of its reactive nature. Mostly, however,
those interviewed felt that more value would be added in addressing the systemic issues. The interviews also revealed
that at least as much support is required for small to medium projects, and that the local government sphere is in
greatest need of support.
Research on local and international models indicates a preference for facilities that are pro-actively involved in project
conceptualization and planning through to execution.
Systemic issues
A framework was developed that indicate the severity of the systemic issues identified, and whether a programme such
as SPAID should involve itself in such an issue.
nature to achieve distinction.

A few of these issues present opportunities for a programme of this

There is a need for hands-on support technical support in particularly the local

government sphere. There are also indications of the existence of a net regulatory burden in the infrastructure sector.
Some of these indications include qualified audited statements across the public sector, unfunded mandates, non
compliance with technical standards, the many municipalities that have yet to conclude their investigations into optimal
service delivery arrangements and growing resistance against duplicative reporting requirements. Those interviewed
highlighted several cases of regulatory conflict and issues with the interpretation and application of legislation. Concern
was also expressed that, despite sound intentions driving the formulation of legislation, many pieces of legislation do
not consider the resultant costs and benefits in a robust manner, often have unintended consequences, in many cases
do not take cognizance of the capacity to implement and are in some cases simply impractical. Several public sector
institutions expressed dismay that legislation aimed at large industrial concerns also apply to them.

Internationally

several models exist for the impact assessment of legislative proposals as well as for the review of legislation with the
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view to simplify legislative provisions.

The Office of the President is co-ordinating a multi-year regulatory impact

assessment study with a view to removing unwanted regulatory burdens.
Overall finding
The research conducted confirmed the need to expedite capital spending on infrastructure. Given the multiple systemic
challenges faced by the infrastructure sector, and the time critical goals of Government’s ASGISA and supporting
programmes, a capital expediting facility in a traditional form that would assess bureaucratic blockages and dispense
rulings would not be feasible. This assertion is supported by the results of interviews conducted with a cross section of
role players within the infrastructure sector.

Instead, a more dynamic, proactive and multi-faceted approach is

required.
Recommendations
The recommendations presented in this report are based upon the need to alleviate pressure on the infrastructure
sector in an effort to accelerate infrastructure provision and service delivery.

This implies a short to medium term

focus.
The specific recommendations proposed are based on a survey of the issues facing the sector, informed by interviews
conducted with a cross section of infrastructure role players, and a review of local pertinent documents and models,
and international models. Finally, the recommendations put forth have been informed by gaps that are under-served
by other initiatives in the infrastructure sector.
The Figure: Issues and Recommendations on the following page highlights major issues and problems in the
infrastructure sector, indicates that long term interventions such as skills development and regulatory improvements
are being pursued by Government, and identifies recommended areas within which the SPAID programme can best
provide support.

Three recommendations are presented, all of which aim to expedite capital spending in the

infrastructure sector:
1.

Undertake a regulatory business processes and capacity assessment requirements analysis.

This

initiative consists of two parts. The first aims to stream line bureaucratic processes around regulatory approval or
registration of projects within the framework of existing regulation.

The intention is to improve the regulatory

approval turnaround time, and to lessen the capacity load on both regulators and project owners – and so expedite
capital spending. The second component of this initiative aims to assess the capacity requirements of regulators,
with the view to identify areas where regulatory capacity can be augmented in the short to medium term.
2.

Scope the requirements for an infrastructure creation projects’ tracking facility, and an infrastructure
capacity and condition dashboard, respectively. The projects’ tracking facility would provide information on
committed spent (amount, sector, sphere of government and geographic concentrations), project progress and
non-financial resource commitments (e.g. engineering capacity employed). Such a facility would provide valuable
insight into critical areas that require monitoring and/or additional support, for example capital spending problems
in a certain sphere of government, in a given infrastructure sector (e.g. transport or water), in a particular
geographic area, or where certain engineering-related skills are under supplied.
The infrastructure capacity and condition dashboard would in turn assist in identifying infrastructure capacity
constraints that would impede further infrastructure development, and condition data that would indicate
infrastructure in dilapidated state that may threaten the sustainability of service delivery, and would require capital
injection as a matter of priority.

Such information would directly support the implementation of the National

Infrastructure Maintenance Strategy that was adopted by Cabinet in 2006.
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3.

Structure a hands-on support initiative aimed at augmenting transaction advice and supply chain
management assistance in local government projects. The research undertaken points towards poor project
planning and implementation as the major obstacle in infrastructure capital spending. Transaction advisors provide
assistance with project scoping, delivery methods, investment planning and feasibility studies, business plan
development and fund sourcing, and often project implementation support as well.

Whilst several initiatives

provide hands-on support in the local government arena, the expertise offered tends to be engineering. A number
of recent studies revealed that acute shortages in the practice of infrastructure investment planning and supply
chain management exist, and recently introduced regulations require municipalities to procure transaction advisors
to deal with such aspects. These latter skills are not typically found in current capacity development initiatives,
and thus present a niche opportunity.
Issues and recommendations
Pursue regulatory simplification

Pursue increased capacity in the built environment

An ongoing RIA process is
being co-ordinated through
the Office of the President

This matter is addressed
through JIPSA

Project registration/approval;
monitoring & evaluation
Insuffient
knowledge on
infrastructure
projects
(resources &
timing)

Regulatory
capacity
augmentation

Regulatory
capacity
assessment

Regulatory capacity

Insufficient
project owner
capacity

Project/service owner
capacity

Requests for some aspect
Scope requirements
of project approval
for an infrastructure
project tracking
mechanism
Scope requirements
for an infrastructure
2
capacity and condition
dashboard mechanism

3

Provide
technical
advisor
support

Regulatory
burdens

1

Augment technical capacity through support
initiatives

Streamline existing bureacratic processes

Legends:

Issue/
problem
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ACRONYMS
AA

Affirmative Action

ADR

Alternative Dispute Resolution

AOA

African Ombudsman Association

ASA

Advertising Authority of South Africa

ASgiSA

Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa

BCCS

Business Compliance Cost Statements (New Zealand)

BCCU

Business Compliance Cost Unit (New Zealand)

BEE

Black Economic Empowerment

BRTF

Better Regulation Task Force (United Kingdom)

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CBA

Cost-Benefit Analysis

CIDB

Construction Industry Development Board

CMA

Catchment Management Agency

DBSA

Development Bank of Southern Africa

DDG

Deputy Director General

DEAT

Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism

DORA

Division of Revenue Act

DME

Department of Minerals and Energy

DPE

Department of Public Enterprises

dplg

Department of Provincial and Local Government

DPW

Department of Public Works

DWAF

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry

EIA

Environment Impact Assessment

EPRA

East Perth Redevelopment Agency (Australia)

EPU

Economic Planning Unit (Malaysia)

FIFA

Fédération Internationale de Football Association (International Football Federation)

GDFI

Gross Domestic Fixed Investment

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

ICASA

Independent Communications Authority of South Africa
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ICT

Information Communications and Technology

ICU

Implementation and Coordination Unit (Malaysia)

IGR

Intergovernmental Relations

JIPSA

Joint Initiative on Priority Skills Acquisition

LED

Local Economic Development

LOC

FIFA Local Organising Committee of SA

MCA

Macro Control Advisors (previously Macro Control Auditors)

MDG

Millennium Development Goals

MIG

Municipal Infrastructure Grant

NER(SA)

National Electricity Regulator of South Africa

NT

National Treasury

NWRIA

National Water Resource Infrastructure Agency (still to be established)

O&M

Operations and Maintenance

OMB

Office of Management and Budget (United States of America)

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

PBMR

Pebble Bed Modular Reactor

PIG

Provincial Infrastructure Grant

PM

Prime Minister (Malaysia)

PPP

Public Private Partnership (or Public-Public, depending on the context)

RIA

Regulatory Impact Assessment

RIS

Regulatory Impact Statement

RIU

Regulatory Impact Unit (United Kingdom)

RoD

Record of Decision

SAACE

South African Association of Consulting Engineers

SAFCEC

South African Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors

SANRAL

South African National Roads Agency

SETA

Sector Education and Training Authority

SOE

State Owned Enterprise

SPAID

Support Programme to Accelerate Infrastructure Delivery

SRSA

Department of Sport and Recreation
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TAU

Technical Assistance Unit

TCTA

Trans-Caledon Tunnel Authority

WA

Western Australia
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1.

DESCRIPTION OF ASSIGNMENT

1.1

Purpose of the assignment

This assignment investigates the feasibility of establishing, in principle, a capital expediting facility for the infrastructure
sector of South Africa, and the existence of appropriate models upon which such a facility can be shaped.

1.2

Scope of the assignment

There are a number of impediments that may delay the delivery of infrastructure projects.

For purpose of this

assignment these have been grouped broadly into three categories, namely bureaucratic blockages (the focus of this
study), sector and project specific issues, and systemic challenges.
Figure 1 – Study focus

Issues

Stakeholders

Research focus

Project owner

Regulatory approver
(approvers of RoDs, issuers
of permits etc.)

(typically a sector
department, SOE or private
sector entity)

Bureacratic blockages

Sector specific issues

(Delays in approvals)

(Sector challenges)

Systemic challenges (national skills shortages, shortages in critical supplies etc)

The study therefore identifies key areas of perceived bureaucratic blockages that may be the focus of intervention by a
capital expediting facility. In order to isolate these blockages, interviews with a number of infrastructure sector role
players were held who provided views on infrastructure delivery impediments.

Several of these impediments fall

outside the scope of this project, but are nonetheless included as they provide valuable insight into the complexities
facing the sector, and potential areas of focus or considerations for SPAID, and because it provides an indication of the
matters that could be included or excluded from the scope of the expediting facility. Given the macro view of systemic
challenges, one could also get a feel for the impact that a capital expediting could make.
The scope of this study also includes the development of a framework for the identification of projects of national
importance, local and international research into existing ombudsman type models, the development of a normative
SPAID
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framework that will inform key decisions on whether to proceed with a capital expediting facility and the form that it
could take.
The model proposed is largely focused on expediting public sector infrastructure projects of major national
importance, but must also benefit projects of similar importance in the private sector. The possibility exists
that the proposals formulated may lead to regulatory change.

1.3

Deliverables

The assignment yields the following products:
a.

a framework of criteria for the identification of projects of national importance;

b.

an inventory and description of local and international ombudsman type models;

c.

a report on infrastructure stakeholders’ views on the desirability of a capital expediting facility, its powers,

d.

a normative framework that could guide decisions on whether to proceed with the expediting facility, and the

form and functions.
form it is to take;
e.

a report on infrastructure stakeholders’ views on infrastructure project blockages within a range of categories,
including bureaucratic blockages; and

f.

recommendations on the feasibility of the proposed capital expediting facility.

1.4

Key questions to be answered

Based on the requirements of the Terms of Reference issued to the research team, the assignment must answer the
following key questions:
a.

Based on an assessment of local and international models (eg ombudsman approach), and the views obtained
from infrastructure role players, is a capital expediting facility that focuses on unblocking bureaucratic delays
encountered in large projects in the infrastructure sector feasible?

b.

SPAID
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2.

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

2.1

Approach

The approach to this assignment is depicted in Figure 2.

The approach included three distinct assignment phases,

namely:
a.

A desktop initiation phase, during which the problem was defined and conceptual models developed using
readily available research material. These models included a concept capital expediting facility that could be
tested with infrastructure stakeholders, and an asset lifecycle framework that could be used to pinpoint
impediments to infrastructure delivery;

b.

A consultation and data gathering phase.

During this phase, models developed were tested with

infrastructure role players, and data gathered; and
c.

Data analysis, evaluation and formulation of results.

This phase dealt with the actions required to

formulate findings and recommendations.
Figure 2 – Assignment approach
Desktop review

Problem description,
prepatory research, and
development of research
tools
Conceptual model:
Capital expediting facility

Asset lifecycle framework

Interviews with
infrastructure role players
Consultation and data
gathering

Data analysis, evaluation
and formulation of
results

Testing of model with
infrastructure role players

Views on what constitutes
“projects of national
importance”

Identification of
infrastructure delivery
impediments

Normative framework for a
capital expediting facility

Criteria for projects of
national importance

Categorisation of
infrastructure delivery
impediments

Interpretation and
Integration of results

2.2

Methodology

The assignment commenced with the preparation of an inception report that was approved in January 2007. A desktop
research phase commenced to develop a sense of ombudsman type models operating both locally and abroad. The
results of this research were used to develop a conceptual model (included in Appendix A) for a capital expediting
facility that was then tested with infrastructure stakeholders. Similarly, a desktop review of readily available research
reports was used to develop a questionnaire (Appendix B) that would provide some structure for interviews with
stakeholders. The research team applied some discretion in the extent to which questions included in the questionnaire
was posed, as not all infrastructure stakeholders are infrastructure owners, regulators or implementers.

The time

available for each interview also determined the extent to which questions were posed. The following infrastructure
stakeholders were interviewed (in date chronology):

SPAID
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Table 1: Schedule of interviews with infrastructure role players
Organisation

Date interviewed

Person(s) interviewed

Title(s)

of

person(s)

interviewed
DBSA

14 February 2007

Barry Jackson

Chief Policy Analyst

Department of Public

14 February 2007

Sean Phillips

-

AVENG

15 February 2007

Hylton MacDonald

Group Risk Manager

National Treasury

15 February 2007

Ms Malijeng Mgqaleni

Chief Director: Infrastructure

BKS Group

15 February 2007

Danai Magugumela

CEO

Group Five / SAFCEC

26 February 2007

Peter Clogg

Retired CEO / Past President

Enterprises

SAFCEC
Osmond Lange

27 February 2007

John Dovey

Managing Director

SIZA MSA

27 February 2007

Shaun Schmidt

Director

SANRAL

27 February 2007

Koos Smit

Engineering Executive

dplg MIG MCA

28 February 2007

Ms Marlene vdm Botha

MCA Advisors

Ms Lulu Mkukwana

MCA Advisors

M&R Ltd

05 March 2007

Brain Bruce

Managing Director

Gautrain

06 March 2007

Jack van der Merwe

Project Manager

SAFCEC

07 March 2007

Henk Langenhoven

CEO

Pierre Blaauw

Operational Manager

Ronnie Khoza

CEO

Kabelo Ntiisa

Project manager:

CIDB

09 March 2007

Procurement & Delivery
DME

15 March 2007

Ompi Aphane

Chief Director: Electricity

PBMR

15 March 2007

John Maddalena

Group Risk Manager

Eskom

23 March 2007

Ms Zandile Mjoli

Senior GM: CEO’s office

National Treasury

23 March 2007

Malcolm Simpson

DDG: World Cup 2010

National Treasury

2 April 2007

Kevin James

Principal Technical Advisor,
Technical Assistance Unit

Presidency

3 April 2007

Hassen Mohamed

National Treasury

10 April 2007

Annish Doorgapersad

Chief Director: Planning
Director: Infrastructure
Investment Analysis, World
Cup 2010
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An asset lifecycle framework was developed which assists with the analysis of infrastructure project blockages
according to the phase(s) in which problems occur.
Figure 3 – Asset lifecycle analytical framework for the identification of project blockages

Asset life cycle

Needs ID

Infrastructure
planning

Asset creation

Feasibility &
design

Procurement

O&M

Renewals &
upgrading

Decommisioning
/replacement

Construction
&
commission

Project life cycle

Typical
issues/
constrainst:
SM projects
Typical
issues/
constrainst:
Large
projects
Cross-cutting
issues

2.3

Specific challenges encountered

The research team encountered the following notable challenges:
a.

Most of the role players identified for interviews are high profile, high caliber individuals, many of whom had
little or no time available within the study period;

b.

Related to the above, the interview phase coincided with the opening of Parliament, and several role players
had to attend to parliamentary obligations;

c.

The current uncoordinated and non coherent state of infrastructure policy,

development and management

among the government departments, SOEs, other statutory and implementation bodies and the three
government spheres adversely affected this study in terms of the confusion, duplication, competition, and lack
of relevant data with integrity;
d.

A number of stakeholders were not prepared to go on record on a number of issues deemed to be politically or
commercially sensitive; and

e.

The overall time available for the assignment did not allow for a reiterative process where models are refined
based on stakeholder inputs, and then discussed with those parties for further refinement.

2.4

What is infrastructure?

The term “infrastructure” is widely used and is typically interpreted in the context that is it phrased. Though no formal
universal definition of infrastructure exists, civil and electrical infrastructure in most circles are taken to mean a number
of assets incorporated into a more or less static network to provide a particular service.

In addition to defining

infrastructure based on the type of engineering discipline involved (i.e. industrial, mining, civil, mechanical and
electrical), infrastructure can also be categorized in terms of its service focus. Table 3 lists these service focus areas.
For purposes of this report economic and social infrastructure forms the main focus.
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Economic infrastructure forms part of the country’s capital stock. Economic infrastructure can in turn be divided into
those infrastructure that facilitate economic production, examples of which include the transport system and electricity,
and those infrastructure items that provide consumption units that includes water, sanitation, waste disposal and
electricity. Hence rolling stock such as railway coaches, signaling equipment and related items tend to be included in
the broad definition of infrastructure as they too, are included within the overall stationary system.
Social infrastructure, referred to in municipal speak as community services, includes services such as health, education
and recreation.
There are also a number of infrastructure sectors. Water and sanitation, for example, constitutes one infrastructure
sector. Within this sector, the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) is the sector leader. Other key role
players in this sector includes water boards, municipalities as water service authorities (often providers as well), and
water service providers.
Infrastructure services are rendered by both the public and private sectors. Within the public sector, the responsibility
for infrastructure planning, delivery and service provision is regulated through the Constitution and sector specific
legislation.

2.5

Focus on capital formation and protection type infrastructure projects

This report recognizes at the outset that not all infrastructure type projects necessarily translate into fixed capital
formation. A study conducted by the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) on the use on
airwave frequencies is an example of one type of infrastructure project that does not necessarily translate into physical
infrastructure development.
Since this research commission aims to investigate means to accelerate infrastructure delivery that is typically
associated with capital formation (new construction and upgrading) and protection (rehabilitation), as well as
associated operations’ activity, the emphasis in this study is on those projects that involve infrastructure assets, as
opposed to intangible assets, as can be seen from Figure 2.
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Table 2 – Classification of infrastructure
Primary

focus

Secondary focus area

area
Transportation

Aviation

Energy
Water,
water

waste
&

Rail

Road

Conversion

Transmission

Distribution

Water

Waste water

On-site

solid

Modal transfer

Ports & pipelines

Solid waste

sanitation

waste
Information

and

Telecommunications

Communications

and

Information
technology

broadcasting
Health

Education

Community

infrastructure
Urban

Postal

television

Technology (ICT)
Social

Radio

Municipal

facilities

renewal

Urban renewal

Housing

Primary

Secondary

Enabling

infrastructure

infrastructure

infrastructure

Industrial

LED

development

development

and housing
Tourism

Manufacturing,
commercial

Factories
&

retail

Entrepreneurial

zones

Rural,

Off-farm

On-farm

Agro-industrial

agricultural,

infrastructure

infrastructure

infrastructure

Industrial mining

Mining

Markets

fishery & forestry
Mining

equipment
Financial markets

Financial

Enabling

instruments

infrastructure

Environmental

Ecosystem

Pollution

Sustainable

Disaster

Markets

infrastructure

management

management

resource use

prevention

environmental

for

goods & services
Source: DBSA (2006), summarised
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3.

ISSUE STATEMENT

3.1

Gross fixed investment in the past and macro systemic adjustments

Merrifield (N.D.) notes that after frantic civil engineering activity in the seventies gross domestic fixed investment
(GDFI) peaked in 1981 at R 70 billion (1990 prices). From that peak, investment declined 35% until 1994 to around
the R 46 billion mark.

The resultant slow-down, coupled with profitability figures in the order of 7%1 (net profit before

tax as a percentage of turnover), led to construction companies adopting more flexible production strategies, according
to Merrifield (1999). These strategies included amongst other capacity shedding in favour of sub-contracting
arrangements that in turn disrupted legacy training processes.

Coupled with SETAs perceptions about how to

implement skills development, the skills base of the industry corroded to the point where significant human capacity
challenges are being experienced.

3.2

Current infrastructure spending targets

3.2.1

Public sector

Government has identified infrastructure delivery as a key mechanism around which to boost job creation and hence
economic growth, and to achieve certain social goals.
Several public sector programmes have been launched to achieve the above objectives.

Government’s flagship

programme at the present time is the Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa (ASgiSA)2. ASgiSA
presents a comprehensive strategy and programme to achieve set economic growth targets. It notes that a backlog
has emerged in public infrastructure spending, and states that public-sector investment is planned to rise to around 8%
of GDP.

As reflected in the Medium Term Budget Policy 6 Statement in October 2005, government and public

enterprise investment expenditure for the period April 2005 and March 2008 is planned around the R370 billion. More
recent figures as reflected in the 2007 revised medium term expenditure framework indicate planned public sector
gross fixed investment in the order of R 416 billion, though a detailed breakdown of this aggregate figure could not be
found.
Of this amount, about 40% will be spent by public enterprises, mostly Eskom (R84 billion) and Transnet (R47 billion, of
which R40 billion is ‘core'), and mainly on power generation, power distribution, non-road infrastructure and an oil
pipeline. The overall purpose is to improve the availability and reliability of infrastructure services in response to rapidly
growing demand.
The three spheres of government are responsible for about half of the total public sector capital investment over the
period through a range of programmes at national department level. The planned rate of growth of the capital budget
of government at between 10% and 15% per year is unprecedented in South African history. Projects are distributed
to provincial and local government through the municipal and provincial infrastructure grant programmes (MIG and
PIG), while provinces and most municipalities have further funds collected from their own revenue sources for
additional capital formation.
3.2.2

Private sector

Projected spend by the private sector for the next three years is not exactly clear, though its contribution to capital
formation is very significant. The Reserve Bank (2006) noted that growth in the real value added by the construction
sector accelerated to an annualised rate of 13.1⁄2 per cent in the first half of 2006, driven mainly through robust
activity in the construction of residential and non-residential buildings. The demand for residential buildings was
underpinned by higher consumer confidence coupled to lower interest rates.
1

SAFSEC: State of the Civil Industry: 1st Quarter 2007.

2

http://www.info.gov.za/asgisa/asgisa.htm
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residential building sector in turn is attributed to expanding demand for office space, industrial facilities and shopping
malls.

3.3

Signs of strain in the infrastructure sector

It is quite clear that the infrastructure sector of South Africa, both the public and private sector, has been set
unprecedented targets for infrastructure provision and service delivery.

Equally, the sector has to develop capacity

from a very low point to meet the stated goals. Whilst broad support exists for the goals of ASgiSA, certain constraints
to the achievement of infrastructure delivery goals exist.
In the context of this assignment, there are particular concerns about the ability of the public sector to achieve targeted
spending on infrastructure delivery budgets, and to process applications for infrastructure projects by both public and
private sector agents. Projected underspending of R2,1 billion in 2006/07 and declared savings of just over R2 billion
was reported in the 2006 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement. Preliminary indications are that underspending for
2006/07 will turn out to be in the region of R5,3 billion. A grouping of some 40 private sector developers in Pretoria
reportedly also recently turned to the courts following delays of some six months in the approval of zoning rights and
building plans.
ASgiSA certainly recognizes inefficiency in the state mechanism, noting that “certain weaknesses in the way
government is organised, in the capacity of key institutions, including some of those providing economic services, and
insufficiently decisive leadership in policy development and implementation all constrain the country's growth
potential.”
Whilst accurate, or even approximate, spending figures at either the level of government sphere or infrastructure sector
are hard to come by, indications are that certain type of organizations and certain sectors appear better able to spend
their infrastructure budgets. At face value, the following spending performance trends appear to exist:
a.

A study commissioned by National Treasury in 2006 revealed that local government appear better able to
spend their MIG budget allocation, than their own budgets. The Sol Plaatjie Municipality, for example, spent
93% of MIG funds in the 2005/6 financial year, compared to 59% of own funds for the same period.

Of the

three metros assessed, all managed to spend between 90% and 100% of their capital budgets. Performance
in the B1 local municipality category ranged between 32% and 100%.

More specifically, of the five B1

municipalities interviewed, one performed at 32%, another at 59% overall with 100% of MIG funds spend,
with the remaining three performing in the range of 80% to 100%. One can therefore conclude that metros
and B1 municipalities have significant capacity to spend capital.
b.
c.

SOEs typically appear better positioned to spend their infrastructure budgets than government departments.
Though no consolidated national data exists, it appears that certain infrastructure sectors may spend more on
infrastructure than others, following stated government time-based targets for the eradication of basic services
and other policy directives.

d.

There appears to be a shift in budget allocations toward bulk infrastructure provision, whereas in the past few
years strong emphasis was placed on connector and internal services infrastructure.

To place the concerns regarding the pace of infrastructure spending performance into perspective, the meeting of basic
infrastructure delivery targets serves as an excellent example. In all, infrastructure to the value of R 70 billion would
have to be constructed to meet the historic backlog targets. From a sector perspective, infrastructure delivery would in
some instances have to accelerate at a phenomenal rate.

In the water sector, excluding sanitation and bucket

eradication targets, the rate of delivery in 2005 was 250,000 households.

To meet the 2008 target 675,000

households a year must be delivered. This implies that the delivery pace must improve by a factor of 2.7 times.
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Figure 4 – Required delivery rate to meet basic infrastructure delivery targets
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3.4

Conclusion

Having been set unprecedented infrastructure delivery targets, and witnessing under spending on public sector
infrastructure budgets, a slow down in tender competition and related signs, the question arise whether the
infrastructure sector at large is positioned and able to meet the nation-wide infrastructure targets and if not, what steps
can be taken to ensure that the country infrastructure delivery targets will be met.
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4.

OVERVIEW OF INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL CAUSES OF
DELAY

Table 4 includes an overview of typical challenges grouped into asset lifecycle phase specific issues, potential areas for
bureaucratic blockages as well as cross cutting issues. The emphasis of this assignment remains fixed on bureaucratic
blockages and other categories of challenges are listed only to provide context.
Table 3 – Common infrastructure project challenges
Needs ID and asset creation

O&M

Renewals

Project scoping

Funding

Challenges related to construction
activity in built up areas

Bridging finance

Lack of asset knowledge

Funding

Deed searches

Deed searches

EIAs

EIAs

Water permits

Water permits

Sectoral

specific

approvals

(such

as

Sectoral specific approvals

water supply projects)

related

to policy directives (such as water
supply projects)

Borrow pit permits

Borrow pit permits

Approval of building plans

Approval of building plans

PPP scrutiny

PPP scrutiny

Land acquisition
Structural

arrangements

(legislation,

supplier development etc.)
Political will (public sector)
Shortages of engineering labour, materials and capital equipment
Supply chain management constraints (public sector)
Black economic empowerment
Regulatory burdens

Potential for bureaucratic blockages
Common asset lifecycle stage challenges
Cross cutting issues (often systemic in nature)
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5.

POTENTIAL BUREAUCRATIC BLOCKAGES

5.1

Introduction

Potential for bureaucratic blockages is normally created when an infrastructure project agent relies on a government
entity for approval of some element of the project, without which the project can not proceed. Table 4 indicated the
following areas where potential for bureaucratic blockages are typically encountered:
a.

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) approvals required by the Department of Environmental Affairs and
Tourism (DEAT);

b.

Deed searches at the Office of the Surveyor General to ascertain land ownership and servitude registrations on
parcels of land where infrastructure development is envisioned;

c.

Approval of building plans by the municipality in whose area of jurisdiction the development is proposed;

d.

PPP scrutiny by the National Treasury (NT) in the case of national or provincial projects, or NT and the
Department of Provincial and Local Government (dplg) for local government initiated projects;

e.

Water permits issued by the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) for any purpose where water is
to be provided;

f.

Borrow pit permits issued by the Department of Minerals and Energy (DME) in terms of the Mineral and
Petroleum Resources Development Act, allowing a developer to dig pits to secure local construction materials
such as sand, ground and stone; and

g.

Sectoral specific approvals in line with policy directives on development, such as approval from a resource
management point of view by DWAF for water services’ projects.

Case study - Private sector support to municipalities….at least informally?
A South African firm reports that in their city, they have to provide full-time staff, on their payroll, to their
municipality’s planning department, in order to expedite planning permission. These “infrastructure support staff”
provide technical support in terms of the review of the plans, reference to existing planning policies, regulations and
sectoral and general development plans, the preparation of all reports and documents for the management and the
council, and then they actually draft the approval letters. They stop short of signing the letters on behalf of the
municipality and the council.

This section focuses on the most significant areas where scope for bureaucratic blockages exists.

5.2

Environmental impact assessments

Of these potential bureaucratic blockages, EIAs are normally considered the main culprit by project owners.

DEAT,

empowered by the National Environmental Management Act, has for some years now required project owners to
conduct an environmental impact assessment study to determine the possible adverse environmental impact that a
development may cause. These adverse impacts can include, for example, a threat to local fauna and flora, but could
also include other forms of undesirable air, soil and water pollution.

Traditional criticism against the EIA process

included the following highlights:
a.

They are cumbersome and time consuming;

b.

On long, linear developments (such as pipelines, railways and roads), one is bound to find unique species of
fauna and flora (typically birds and frogs) localised in certain areas;

c.

The same lengthy EIA process is required for both new as well as renewals projects; and

d.

DEAT does not have the capacity to process all applications in a timeous manner.
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A new system has been gazetted (effective from 1 July 06) aimed at speeding up EIA approvals. Sector guidelines have
been prepared and differentiation made between small and large projects.

Environmental Management Frameworks

can be established for large initiatives as a precursor to EIAs to streamline the process. DEAT has also committed to
perform against stated timelines for approvals.

3

Regulations were promulgated in Government Notice R 385, which

prescribes the two assessment processes to be followed to obtain environmental authorisation. Listed activities,
contained in the schedules to these regulations, were also identified. For activities identified in Schedule 1 (GNR 386),
a Basic Assessment will be required.

Typically, these are smaller-scaled activities for which impacts are easily

identified. Activities listed in Schedule 2 (GNR 387) are typically larger-scaled activities, for which impacts must be
determined by specialist input, and a full EIA is required.
Figure 5 - The Basic Assessment Process

Figure 6 - The EIA process

3
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DEAT is increasing capacity in the provinces to implement the system, which is particularly personnel-intensive, based
on backlogs and expected development in the different provinces (and informed by a recent capacity audit). Systems
have been designed to be robust to ensure continuity despite the expected high turnover of staff (based on historic
trends).

Improvements in the efficiency of processing EIAs may not be immediately evident, but DEAT expects a

significant difference to emerge in time.

5.3

Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) scrutiny

South African law defines a PPP as a contract between a public sector institution/municipality and a private party, in
which the private party assumes substantial financial, technical and operational risk in the design, financing, building
and operation of a project. Two types of PPPs are specifically defined:
a.

where the private party performs an institutional/municipal function

b.

where the private party acquires the use of state/municipal property for its own commercial purposes

c.

A PPP may also be a hybrid of these types.

Payment in any scenario involves one of the following mechanisms:
a.

the institution/municipality paying the private party for the delivery of the service, or

b.

the private party collecting fees or charges from users of the service, or

c.

a combination of these

Well conceived and implemented PPPs offer numerous key benefits, some of which include improved access to capital,
possibilities for portfolio diversification and dedicated service attention. Several recent high profile PPPs, such as the
Gautrain initiative, highlighted the merits of this mechanism.

PPP formulation is however not a simple process.

requires institutional capacity to conceive and structure, backed by sufficient organizational buy-in.

It

Government

certainly recognized the potential of PPPs. Both National Treasury and dplg have dedicated PPP Units. PPP regulations
have been issues, and guidelines and toolkits for municipalities are being constructed, whilst the national and provincial
toolkit is under review.
The PPP regulations require public institutions to consult with the National Treasury, and in the case of municipalities,
the National Treasury and the relevant provincial treasury in terms of the Municipal Finance Management Act PPP
Regulations (No. R. 309), as well as with dplg in terms of section 78 of the Municipal Systems Act.

Using a PPP

contemplated by municipalities as an example, the process is as follows:
a.

Before initiating a feasibility study, the municipality must notify the National Treasury and relevant provincial

b.

If requested by Treasury, the municipality must appoint a transaction advisor (internal or external person).

c.

Conduct the feasibility study.

d.

Compile the bid documentation, and solicit the inputs of National Treasury and the provincial treasury on the

treasury.

bid documentation at least 30 days before issuing the bid.
e.

The municipality must again consult the National Treasury and provincial treasury at least 30 days before an
award is made.

f.

The award of a PPP contract can only be made after the MFMA section 120 process has been completed, and
National Treasury’s and the provincial treasury’s views and recommendations must be solicited on the terms
and conditions, contract management plan and the bidder’s competency and capacity.

National Treasury and the relevant provincial treasury must also be consulted when a PPP contract is awarded.
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5.4

Conclusion

There is significant scope for bureaucratic blockages in the infrastructure project lifecycle. It should however be noted
that infrastructure sector studies when dealing with matters of non-performance across the sector are typically
orientated to qualitative data. The danger is that the real causes of non-performance are not always exposed. DEAT
re-iterated their stance that a significant cause of the delays experienced, was developers’ poor planning, examples of
which include not engaging environmental issues early enough in the project development cycle, or low cost housing
that was sometimes located on poor land (eg toxic land) with significant environmental issues.
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6.

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING THE ASSET LIFECYCLE

6.1

Introduction

A number of typical challenges are encountered, though the severity of the each challenge will depend on the sector
(roads, water etc.), the size of the organisation undertaking the project, and the size and complexity of the project
itself.
Small municipalities, for example, often struggle with bridging finance to commission design and feasibility studies of
only a few hundred thousand Rand, and often have to defer such activities to the next financial period.

Overriding

concerns in mega projects are often not the technical design and construction challenges, but rather structural
arrangements such as technology imports, local industry development, legislative developments and large scale
revenue arrangements coupled with enforcement actions.

Case study – Examples of structural challenges encountered in a large project
Construct and commission a new toll road in Gauteng
To develop a new toll road in Gauteng, one has to undertake all the normal construction project planning activities,
including technical scoping, feasibility studies, EIAs, detailed technical design and so forth.

However, the following

matters must also be addressed:
•

Large scale land acquisition, much of which in built areas.

•

Securing political support for the toll levy to be charged, followed by a toll declaration process.

•

Given existing traffic volumes, electronic tolling has to be done. To ensure that road users can be charged, an
initiative has to be launched to ensure that vehicles are indeed legally registered and owned.

•

Alignment with existing road networks, and the widening of on and off ramps.

•

Acquisition, implementation and operation of electronic tolling systems.

6.2

Narrowing of the focus to the infrastructure project delivery cycle

Figure 7 indicates typical phases and key activities within the infrastructure project delivery cycle. Depending on the
project, some adjustments to the cycle is possible, such as when the organization has internal capacity to undertake
the construction activity.
As is evident from Figure 7, much of the cycle is dedicated to planning:
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Figure 7 – Infrastructure project delivery cycle

Project planning

Phase

Activities

Project
identification

Problem/opportunity description
Preliminary proposal
Lobby for political support
Secure funding for feasibility studies
Appoint project manager (internal/external)
Appoint transaction advisor (internal & external)

Feasibility
studies

Appoint consulting engineer
Formulation of technical solution
Identification of land
Investment planning: Expenditure, source(s) of income
(CAPEX & OPEX), and and cost-benefit analysis
Social impact assessment studies
Environmental impact assessment
If a municipality, record project in the relevant sector
plan, IDP and secure further budget

Detailed
design

Detailed engineering design
Securing approvals (land acquisition, EIAs, sectoral
approvals, permits etc.)
If a public sector institution.municipality, consider the
best delivery mechanism
Where donor/grant funding is required, prepare
business plan/project registration forms
Prepare construction tender bid documentation

Construction

Advertise tender requirement and adjudicate bids
received
Register project with CIDB
Appoint successful contractor(s)
Contractor management: checks (BEE, safety
compliance, insurances etc.), quality control and site
visits, cost control and processing of payment
certificates

Asset handover &
commissioning

SANS 1200 construction guidelines, tender
compliance check
Asset commissioning and testing
Site handover
Document management (certificates, operating
manuals etc.)
Handling of penalty and retention fees

Figure 8 on the following page plots key issues according to criticality across the project cycle. The severity of the issue
may depend on the nature of the project, the location and the nature and size of the organisation. For purposes of this
study, issues have been taken according to criticality at national level for all infrastructure sectors and organisations
involved in infrastructure delivery.

Land acquisition may for examples not be a major issue in many rural areas.

However, the bulk of infrastructure spending takes place in either Gauteng that is densely populated, or in coastal cities
such as Cape Town, Durban and Port Elizabeth where land is scarce and often not suitable for development as a result
of soil conditions, it being situated on flood plains or where there are steep cliffs.
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Figure 8 – Criticality of issues within the infrastructure project delivery cycle

Project delivery cycle
Construction, asset handover &
commissioning

Bureacratic blockages
Medium

Criticality of issue

Low

Planning

SCM constraints
Bridging finance

Delays in project commencement
and resultant costs

Insufficient infrastructure planning
horisons
Insufficient involvement of sector
depts. in planning processes

Stop-start nature of municipal
projects and resistance against rollovers

Alignment of grants

Financial planning

Bulk infrastructure capacity
Ability of MTEF to deal with
exponential increases in materials’
cost, and non availability

Availability of suitable land

High

Project design & feasibility studies

Needs ID & project scoping
Regulatory burdens

Legends:
Issues that can be dealt with through external support interventions
Issues not suitable for external support interventions

Figure 8 gives but a nod to regulatory burdens, the availability of materials, capital equipment, skilled staff and capacity
within the infrastructure sector at large, as these matters are dealt with in the following section within the context of
systemic challenges.

Hence these matters are noted, but not dealt with in this section.

Equally, bureaucratic

challenges have been dealt with in the previous sections and are not repeated here.
Not all issues raised in Figure 8 can ideally be dealt with directly through an external support initiative.

Issues in this

category typically include funding issues (eg land acquisition, grant alignment and funding for bulk infrastructure), and
matters related to intergovernmental relations.
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Following are some of the critical matters that can be dealt with through an external support initiative.

6.3

Project planning

The whole ambit of project planning requires attention. Of the stakeholders interviewed, planning was listed as the
most critical area within the project cycle, and the area that is conversely also the most neglected.

Any mishap in

planning will affect not only project execution, but the consequences thereof will be felt through the asset lifecycle that
may span decades. Some of the critical project planning issues includes:
a.

Projects are often not properly conceptualized, leading to inappropriate technology solutions and other
negative consequences.

b.

Projects often are the result of political whims or a reaction to externalities, as opposed to really addressing
the core problems. Examples include projects undertaken as a result of fiscal dumping; the entrenchment of
scattered development patterns in rural areas, and then attempting to offer full levels of services even where
no bulk capacity is available; or projects related to the formalisation of informal settlements on private
property.

c.

In recent years there has been the perception that large projects can be conceptualised, implemented and the
resultant asset commissioned within one financial year. This is often neither feasible nor desirable.

d.

Coupled to the above, public sector infrastructure planning frameworks tend to be limited between three to
four years.

The medium term expenditure framework (MTEF) presents the inner parameter of this time

framework, whilst the electoral cycle typically presents the outer parameter. The electoral cycle in the public
sector is four years, and in local government it is five years.

Such timeframes are generally unsuitable to

infrastructure planning, and a ten to twenty planning horizon is considered more appropriate.

One result of

insufficient planning horizons is the general inability of bulk infrastructure capacity to meet short term
demands.
e.

The requirements for planning are becoming more complex, particularly in the local government environment.
Municipalities are typically responsible for transport planning; and the provision of local roads, bridges and
stormwater, electricity, water treatment and reticulation, sanitation services, solid waste collection, treatment
and disposal.

For each of these infrastructure services the municipality must develop a sectoral master plan

and a sector development plan. These plans then feed into the municipal integrated development plan (IDP).
The municipal IDP must then be aligned with the district IDP, that must in turn be aligned with and support the
provincial growth and development strategy (PGDS). All of this alignment must be done every financial year.
The PGDSs must in turn be aligned with the objectives of the national spatial development objectives. The IDP
process also prescribes, in terms of the Municipal Systems Act, an extensive public consultation process that
involves all wards and other stakeholder groupings such as the local business chamber, religious groups, the
poor and the youth.
f.

In recent years there has been a proliferation of regulations, policies, grant rules and guidelines that are not
standardised. This tends to create confusion, and requires public sector and municipal project managers to
familiarize themselves with the different systems in existence.

g.

Conversely, some of the better support packs are often not freely available, even when developed with public
funding.

As an example, the DBSA operates a web facility that houses amongst other infrastructure

management tools. Not all municipalities have internet access. Furthermore, many municipalities outsource
many components of their infrastructure planning and management tasks to consultants, who do not have
access to these tools. The result is that consultants then tend to develop their own tools, leading to further
fragmentation in standards and practices.
h.

Regulations and guidelines in some instances leave room for interpretation that leads to conflict and project
delays, or that is inappropriate. Examples include dealing with land in accordance with the SCM regulations, or
developing revenue intercept programmes, or National Treasury requirement that municipalities must perform
net present value calculations for infrastructure projects. The net present value calculation is biased towards
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speedy recovery of costs that is often not possible in long life infrastructure assets with enormous investment
costs aimed at social obligations.
i.

The discipline of infrastructure investment planning in particularly the complex local government environment
is not very well developed. Guidelines and a support pack have been developed by the DBSA and have been in
existence for several years.

It has however not become entrenched practice in local government, is

considered hugely complex and only a handful of consultants are able to utilize these tools. At the other end
of the spectrum economists
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7.

SYSTEMIC ISSUES

7.1

Introduction

Systemic issues are those issues that cut across infrastructure sectors and that tend to be outside the control of
individual project owners.

Systemic issues include political will and support for infrastructure projects, regulatory

burdens, supply chain management constraints as well as shortages in engineering staff at all levels, materials and
certain capital equipment.
The shortages referred to above are currently not uniquely South African specific problems, but rather global
phenomena.

7.2

Skills shortages

SAFCEC states that 96% of managing directors in their opinion survey indicate a crisis to the extent that it takes longer
to recruit skilled workers.

SAICE (2005) reports that there are approximately 15,000 registered civil engineering

professionals in South Africa. However, not all these professionals are practicing their craft. SAICE noted with concern
that many of these engineers are nearing retirement, the rate of new entrants are not keeping pace with the demand
and that there is a shortage of experienced mid-career professionals.
Figure 9 – Survey results on perceived skills crisis in the civil industry

Are you experiencing a skills crisis
120

96.20

100
80
60
40
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1.24

2.26

Not at all

Maybe

0.31

0
To some extend

A crisis

2006.4
SAFCEC: State of the Civil Industry 1st Quarter 2007

Engineering consulting firms polled stated that over 80% seek experienced engineers and are keenly interested in
affirmative appointments. Buhlungu (2006: 216) states that only a small number of Africans pass mathematics and
science at secondary school level and even less at tertiary level in the science, engineering and technology related
fields. He reports that of the engineering and engineering technology degrees, diplomas and certificates awarded by
public universities in 2002, only 21.4% were received by Africans, compared to the 65% awarded to whites.
SAFCEC also notes that the industry is forced to pay up to a 30% premium to retain people. Many government
departments, State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and municipalities report an inability to retain engineering staff.

The

local government sphere employs in the order of 200,000 people. High staff turnover rates are experienced: 60% for
professionals and 35% for technicians and associated professions. According to SAICE (May 2005), 78 municipalities
had no civil engineering professionals on board, and a further 49 had only one civil technician in their staff
complements. At that time, there was a shortage of 600 civil engineering professionals in local government.
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Table 4 – Engineering professionals employed in local government
Type

of

Engineers

Technologists

Technicians

Total

District

43

43

154

240

Local

98

100

377

575

Metro

240

226

253

719

Total

381

369

784

1,534

municipality

Source: LGSETA (2005: 27, derived from SAICE research May 2005)

SAICE (2005) reports that the shortage of civil engineering professionals in the public sector, is no less acute than in
local government.
Much good work is currently being done through the Joint Initiative on Priority Skills Acquisition (JIPSA) that is a
combined government and private sector initiative.

It is reported4 that JIPSA plans to boost the annual output of

engineers by a 1,000 and that of artisans by 7,500 between 2007 and 2010. JIPSA recognize this as a “stretch target”.

7.3

Shortage of materials and capital equipment

Where the country does not have a coordinated response is in the treatment of materials shortages. Such shortages,
currently particularly in cement and structured steel, directly lead to project delays in certain cases, and also have the
effect of significantly escalating project costs that in turn causes tension where budget inflexibility exists. The result is
that some projects reportedly are carried over to following financial periods, with other knock-on costs. Whilst the need
for a consolidated national inventory of materials’ needs are recognized, based on which sufficient local capacity
materials production capacity can be developed, efforts to do so are reportedly hamstrung by commercial
competitiveness concerns, and public sector entities that have not yet properly quantified their materials’ requirements.
There are some confidential studies underway to quantify some of these requirements.

7.4

Overall capacity in the infrastructure sector

At the aggregate level, the infrastructure sector at large

Figure 10 – Tender competition results
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The Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) is a statutory body to stimulate growth, reform and improvement
of the construction sector for effective delivery and the industry’s enhanced position in the national economy.

The

Board amongst others registers contractors in bands according to their ability to execute construction projects of a
certain monetary amount.

4
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Table 5 – Capacity in the construction industry
Registration in accordance with project size

Number of registered contractors

R 5 million – R 10 million

231

R 10 million and R 30 million

181

R 30 million>

109

Source: CIDB

These contractors cover the full ambit of construction that covers all engineering and related disciplines in the private
sector as well as all spheres of government.

The list above is somewhat misleading.

There are 59 registered

contractors on Level 9, which means that these contractors are not limited in respect of the tender sizes that may
choose to target. Aveng (Africa) Limited, for example, is responsible for six of these 59 registrations, under different
categories. The same applies to other large construction companies such as Group Five, Covec and Basil Read. The
following case study also reveals that one should evaluate construction capacity based on the needs of specific sectors.
Some government departments also criticised the CIDB rating index, as the full capacity of Level 7 & 8 contractors is
not fully harnessed. Some of the construction companies interviewed noted that whilst they recognize that there is
insufficient capacity to meet the country’s infrastructure delivery targets, they do not plan to significantly invest in
productive capacity as there are no guarantees of sustainable business post 2010.

Case study – Illustration of why there is insufficient construction capacity for each infrastructure sector
Example of requirements for road building
Several types of construction activity are required for road building.

For purposes of this example, three main civil

engineering components are identified:
•

Bridge construction. The contractor appointed for this task is required on any other civil construction project
that requires the laying of slabs.

•

Ground works. This type of construction activity is required in just about any construction project, such as the
preparation for water treatment works, the construction of a landfill site, or mining ground works.

•

Layer works (asphalt). This activity is roads specific.

The result is that there are only in the order of four Level 9 contractors that deal with roads specific requirements.

In recent years the country has focused on infrastructure creation to the detriment of infrastructure maintenance and
renewals, with the result that many existing infrastructure networks experienced an accelerated rate of deterioration to
the point where significant renewals are required. Renewals are those activities required to replace or rehabilitate an
asset.

Whilst no accurate national database exists on the extent of renewals required, even pockets of information

reveal that the aggregate national requirement is quite staggering.

In response to these issues, the National

Infrastructure Asset Maintenance Strategy has been approved by Cabinet in 2006, and the Government Immovable
Asset Management Bill is expected to be enacted in 2007.

“…looking after both old and new infrastructure is a challenge and an opportunity…”
“..we have tended not to put maintenance high on the agenda…not only are we putting it high on the agenda now…we
can launch it as an industry in its own right.”
Deputy President Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka – November 2005
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The Construction Industry Development Board is promoting greater involvement of the construction industry in the
operation and maintenance of particularly municipal infrastructure works. Whilst this is a noble initiative that should be
supported, it may very well further stretch the capacity of the industry in the short to medium term.

Recognising the

shortage of technical staff in particularly municipalities, current capacity building initiatives have adopted a “hands-on”
approach to assisting their beneficiary organisations, a few examples of which include:
a.

Engineers Now Ensuring Roll-out by Growing Young Skills (Energys) is a joint initiative of the South
African Institution of Civil Engineering (SAICE) and the South African Black Technical and Allied Careers
Organisation (SABTACO).

It employs an innovative approach to building capacity at the municipal level

through deploying retired engineers to take on and coach young graduates who in turn are understudied by
students – and this in the context of improving project implementation at the municipality; and
b.

The DBSA’s Siyenza Manje Programme has deployed a task force of 78 project managers, engineers and
finance specialists to assist with fast tracking the implementation of infrastructure projects (particularly water
and sanitation) to 84 municipalities. The Programme aims to increase its pool of technical experts to 90 in the
short term, and to train and deploy some 200 young graduates in the longer run, assisted by a R 700 million
allocation by the National Treasury over a three year period.

7.5

Supply chain management arrangements

In recent years Government has progressively reformed the systems of financial management in the public sector. The
Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) was introduced for national and provincial government departments, and the
Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) for municipalities. Related developments included an overhaul of legislation
with the purpose to promote black economic empowerment.
The public sector at large in 2002 implemented the requirements of the Preferential Procurement Framework Act, and,
more recently, the requirements of the supply chain management regulations issued under the authority of the PFMA
and MFMA. In addition to the above, the CIDB first published a Standard for Uniformity in Construction Procurement in
Government Gazette 26427, Notice 62 of 9 June 2004 that has since been amended.

This Standard for Uniformity

establishes minimum requirements for uniformity in construction procurement and is based on Construction
Procurement Best Practice published by the CIDB in Board notice 63 of 4 June 2004 and amended in Board Notice 100
of 2005. Compliance with the Standard for Uniformity in Construction Procurement is mandatory for state organs who
solicit offers in the construction industry.
Whilst much effort has been exerted to provide for robust supply chain management arrangements in the public sector,
many of the parties interviewed nonetheless felt that government has lost the ability to manage supplier relations.
Organisations such as Eskom have launched large supply chain management training programmes to overcome this
matter.

Many of the construction companies also indicated that relations between them and the public sector have

deteriorated in recent years. They in particular are concerned about the fact that projects are not jointly managed from
the drawing board onwards.

Several construction companies believe that public tendering processes are too

cumbersome, whilst some declared that they have lost interest in public sector contracts, including PPP arrangements,
due to excessive tendering requirements, and the excessive cost of BEE arrangements.
At the municipal level the new supply chain management regulations have been welcomed as it excludes political
interference in the tender evaluation process. Municipalities nonetheless also have serious concerns about the supply
chain management regulations, some of which include (National Treasury, 2006):
a.

“The regulations have added to municipalities’ reporting burdens.

b.

In many cases there simply are not enough local suppliers or consultants. Municipalities are then forced to
cast the net wider or to write reports motivating why an insufficient number of quotations have been obtained.
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One western cape municipality had to in accordance with the CIDB regulations, obtain a quotation for a R 500
painting job from a Gauteng supplier because three quotations could not be sourced locally.
c.

The aggressive BEE provisions hamper infrastructure delivery (both quantity and quality) as less than 2% of
engineers are black.

It is suggested that emphasis should rather be placed on a medium term target of

building effective Black capacity in the industry, and be driven on a regional basis.
d.

Most municipalities reported that the regulations have caused a considerable additional administrative burden
on already-stretched officials, and significant delays to implementing projects.

One metro reported that

whereas it took them perhaps 10 weeks in the past to appoint a consultant, it now takes between 20-22
weeks.
e.

The supply chain management regulations in some critical areas are open to interpretation (e.g. alienation of
land). Definitions such as “in public good”, “basic services” and “public meeting” are inadequate.

f.

The regulations are in several cases not practical. Land sales are handled through tender, instead of being
targeted at banks for housing.

g.

Officials are not able to exercise their discretion in selecting service providers that they know can perform, and
can therefore not effectively respond to urgent needs. There is not a sufficient screening mechanism to filter
suppliers that can not perform.”

Case study - Eskom leads the way in consulting contractors
Eskom recently invited all major contractors to a consultation session where they outlined their infrastructure
development plans for the medium term and consulted with contractors on their views on how capital expenditure,
programmes and contracts could best be expedited. Is that an example other government spheres and SOEs should
imitate?

7.6

Black economic empowerment

Some seven acts and fifteen industry charters and, more recently, the broad-based BEE codes of good practice regulate
the scope and application of BEE. This prompted the Minister of Finance in a recent interview to call for a review of
BEE.

“BEE…had become unmanageable…”
“The problem he (Trevor Manual) highlighted is in the implementation…It’s the practice of BEE that we need to rectify.”
There was heightened consciousness in government that BEE has become unwieldy (observation by reporter).
Extracts of an interview with Polo Radebe, Chief Director of the BEE Unit, Department of Trade and Industry in an
interview with the Mail and Guardian, April 20 to 25 2007
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7.7

Regulatory burdens

Following the adoption of a new Constitution in 1993, Government embarked on a process of legislative and
institutional reform.

South Africa now has in the order of 136 acts that regulate various aspects of infrastructure

provision and service delivery.

Macro Government reforms (NAMS Group, 2006) in the nineties included the

establishment of agencies such as the National Electricity Regulator South Africa (NERSA) and ICASA, followed by the
amalgamation of more than 700 local authorities into 284 municipalities in 2000.
The process of institutional reform continues. Legislation is serving before Parliament to finalise arrangements around
the regional electricity distributors (REDs), whilst the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) continues to
transfer water supply schemes to municipalities. The water sector will be further reconfigured with the establishment of
the proposed National Water Resource Infrastructure Agency (NWRIA) and the Catchment Management Agencies
(CMAs).
Figure 11 – Planned evolution of local government and actual events

Many of the institutions charged with infrastructure planning, development and service delivery duties are recent
creations that had scant opportunity to develop appropriate systems, as indicated in Figure 11. Coupled with the loss
of institutional memory in many cases, the proliferation of legislation, migrating service standards and targets, many of
these organisations struggle to comply with statutory requirements and to deliver on their mandates and national policy
targets.
Signs of non ability to cope with statutory targets and resistance against regulatory burdens are abundant.

They

include, amongst other, the quantum of municipalities not having completed their investigations into optimal service
delivery arrangements as required in terms of section 78 of the Municipal Systems Act, qualified Auditor General
statements across the public sector, and resistance by municipalities against what is perceived to be duplicitous and
cumbersome reporting requirements by national and provincial government departments.
Many of the stakeholders interviewed are also concerned about the multi-faceted requirements of legislation, given the
political imperative to pursue very ambitious infrastructure delivery targets.
targets in terms of basic infrastructure delivery to communities.
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exceeds those stated in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG), but much more is expected. Whilst pursuing these
targets, infrastructure delivery entities have to structure their interventions in such a manner that a range of sociopolitical goals are achieved, such as promotion of BEE and vulnerable groups such as women, youth and the elderly,
and promotion of labour intensive construction methods. All of the above must be implemented within the framework
of a first world legislative framework with its advanced requirements for accountability, extensive consultation,
sustainability, labour relations and related requirements.
A further matter of stated concern is the manner in which legislation is implemented.

Several of the stakeholders

interviewed noted that whilst legislative developments have noble purposes and consultation processes have been
followed, the full impact of the introduction of legislation has in many cases not been fully considered. This reportedly
often leads to limited implementation capacity by both the regulator and those that have to comply in the short to
medium term, unfunded mandates and intergovernmental relations friction, and other unintended costs and
consequences. It has also been noted that it is common practice for a regulator to first ensure that an act is passed,
and then to motivate for funding to implement the act, whilst in the meantime expecting those affected to comply.
Furthermore, legislation often does not differentiate on the basis of capacity to implement by those affected.
To counter the type of problems highlighted above, several countries have well developed regulatory impact
assessment (RIA) practices in place.
a.

These practices can broadly be divided into the following categories:

Assessment of proposed legislation to pro-actively consider expected benefits and costs associated with the
introduction of the proposed acts; and

b.

Review of existing legislation to ensure that they have been appropriately implemented, whether unintended
consequences indeed arose and ways to deal with these, and to consider ways to simplify legislation.
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Table 6 – International regulatory assessment models
Country

Model employed

Australia

•

Regulatory
must

•

Legislative or political support

Impact

be

Statements

prepared

by

the

(RIS)

•

various

Commission, the principal Government advisory

regulatory agencies

body on all aspects of microeconomic and

The Office of Regulation Review (ORR) is

regulatory reform

responsible

for

reviewing

Regulation

•

Impact Statements
•

The ORR is a subdivision of the Productivity

the

RIS

Assistant

Treasurer

has

ministerial

responsibility for promoting regulatory best

For any proposal that requires legislative
change,

The

must

be

tabled

•

in

A "Guide to Regulation" exists that has been
endorsed by cabinet

Parliament
•

The Office of Regulation Review has a
central role in promoting compliance with
the regulation review requirements

New Zealand

•

All policy proposals submitted to cabinet
or

that

have

cost

implications

•

for

government

in

October

2000

appointed

a

business have to be accompanied by

ministerial

Regulatory Impact Statements (RIS) and

recommendations to the government on ways

Business Compliance Cost Statements
(BCCS).
•

As part of its compliance cost programme, the

The

Compliance

Cost

to

identify

and

make

to reduce compliance costs for business.
•

Business

panel

The government also committed to establish

Unit

industry test panels, where necessary, to audit

(BCCU) has been established under the

the likely compliance costs and workability of

Ministry of Economic Development to

any proposed new regulations.

monitor and assess these statements.
United

•

Kingdom

The

main

coordinating

body

is

the

•

Regulatory Impact Unit (RIU) in the

The proposing minister is required to sign off on
a regulatory impact assessment (RIA)

Cabinet Office.
•

There are also a number of departmental
RlUs, an RIU Scrutiny Team and a Better
Regulation Task Force (BRTF).

•

The BRTF is an independent body to
advise

Government

on

ensuring

that

regulation accords with the principles of
good regulation
United States

•

of America

The

federal

managed

regulatory

through

the

regime

is

Office

of

Information and
•

Regulatory

Affairs

(OIRA)

under

Regulatory

Flexibility

Act

requires

•

explicitly evaluate the effect of regulation on

regulators to
small businesses.
•

A high political priority is also accorded to RIA

All agencies must assess the costs and

for small businesses through the Small Business

benefits

Administration Office of Advocacy, which reports

of

regulations

under

its

management.
•

The

the

Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
•

•

directly to the President.

The OMB must prepare annual CBAs of
federal

regulations,

including

recommendations for regulatory reforms.
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7.8

Conclusion

There are several systemic impediments to accelerated infrastructure provision and delivery. These include materials
and capital equipment, skills shortages, supply chain management arrangements, BEE requirements and regulatory
burdens.
The non-availability of materials and capital equipment can lead to direct delays in project execution, but also to budget
roll-overs as price increases place pressure on the ability of current year budgets to absorb the cost impacts. Overall
indications are that the infrastructure sector, comprising of government departments and SOEs, municipalities, the
consulting engineering profession and civil engineering contractors, are all operating at close to capacity margins.
This statement is supported by the fact that construction tender competition has cooled down, the consulting
engineering profession that reports billing rates of close to 100%, high levels of technical staff vacancies and a 30%
price premium on technical staff salaries, amongst other signs.

Though the country’s infrastructure output has

significantly increased in recent years, much more is required to meet the stated targets. A further dynamic that will
stretch existing capacity even more, is the introduction of the Government Immovable Asset Management Act (GIAMA)
and the National Infrastructure Asset Maintenance Strategy (NIAMS). In recent years the maintenance, refurbishment
and renewal of existing infrastructure has been “…abandoned in [the] race to meet [new infrastructure provision]
targets”5.

The implementation of GIAMA and the NIAMS will divert some capacity from the infrastructure provision

targets.
Despite the ambitious infrastructure provision targets, indications are that the infrastructure regulatory system
(comprising some 136 pieces of legislation) had created a net regulatory burden on the infrastructure sector at large.
Signs of the inability to cope with existing statutory obligations are found in, amongst other, qualified Auditor General
statements across the public sector, resistance by municipalities against what is perceived to be duplication in reporting
requirements.

Legislation in South Africa is implemented with multiple objectives in pursuit of infrastructure targets.

These tend to be ambitious delivery targets far exceeding those stated in the Millennium Development Goals,
complicated by the simultaneous pursuit of multiple socio-economic objectives (eg. BEE, AA and labour intensive),
within the framework of first world legislative principles, such as accountability, sustainability and extensive
consultation. To further complicate matters, legislation must often be implemented by organisations that suffers from
skills drainage and loss of institutional memory, or that are grappling with transformation in one or the other way.
The manner in which legislation is implemented is also the subject of criticism. The full cost of implementation is not
addressed in a robust fashion, and implementation systems often lag the passing of an act to the point where audited
qualifications are incurred.
International best practice found in several developed countries requires that the impact and potential unintended
consequences of proposed legislation is formally assessed before any act is passed.
mechanisms in place to review and simplify acts in existence.

Often there are also review

Locally, a multi-year RIA initiative is co-ordinated

through the Office of the Presidency.

5
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8.

FRAMEWORK

FOR

IDENTIFYING

INFRASTRUCTURE

PROJECTS

OF

“NATIONAL

IMPORTANCE”

8.1

Indicative criteria

The research team attempted to interrogate existing project registers of both the National Treasury and the CIDB to
identify projects of national importance. In the process it became clear that there is no coherent and integrated list
that identifies specific projects at the National Treasury.

The CIDB noted its willingness to assist, but added that

another three months would be required before their projects’ register will be operational and fully populated.
A plethora of criteria could be used to identify projects of national importance, some of which include:
a.

Projects above a given monetary amount (National Treasury lists projects larger than R 250 million as mega
projects);

b.

Projects that will attract national and international media attention; and

c.

Projects identified in the President’s annual State of the National address (national political imperatives)

Of the above criteria, projects that are included in the State of the Nation Address tend to be the most easily
identifiable. At face value, the criterion for a project exceeding a certain monetary value appears easily measurable.
In fact, it is not. One could argue the following issues:
•

how the qualifying amount is set;

•

that project costs tend to escalate throughout the life-cycle (typical escalation of 30%, from first estimates)
and of course; the

•

issue of whether one measures direct costs, or all direct and indirect costs (social and environmental costs), or
all costs and benefits resulting from the project being undertaken.

8.2

Examples of current projects that fulfill the indicative criteria

A host of projects currently fulfill the criteria listed above, some of which include:
a.

Gautrain

b.

2010 World Cup Soccer projects

c.

The Pebble Bed Modular Reactor

d.

Expansions to bulk electrical generating capacity

e.

Transnet expansions

f.

Gauteng road infrastructure upgrading, including the new provincial roads

Even a cursory glance at the above list highlights the following two matters:
a.

Several of the examples listed above meet all three criteria proposed in point (4.1) above, but are actually
programmes, each comprising several projects; and

b.

None of the above examples include private sector developments.

An issue of further concern, specifically relating to (a) above, are that many large scale programmes, such as the R 21
billion Municipal Infrastructure Grant, is comprised of a multitude of infrastructure projects, each typically in the range
of R 1-3 million. Whilst a delay in any one of these would probably not have significant national importance, delay in
such a programme in its totality could upset social and political stability in the country.
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8.3

Guidelines for deciding upon criteria

In deciding upon a way forward, the following should be considered:
a.

the criteria chosen should be easy to understand;

b.

simple to administer;

c.

provide for both public and private sector project; and

d.

enjoy support from both the public and private sectors.
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9.

EXISTING MODELS THAT CAN INFORM THE DESIGN OF THE CAPITAL EXPEDITING
FACILITY

9.1

Introduction

A number of blueprints are available, locally and internationally, upon which a capital expediting facility can be modeled
upon. These models can be grouped according to the following main characteristics:
a.

Founding mandate. At one end of the spectrum, a facility of this nature can be created as a voluntary, cooperative institution based upon a recognized need by all parties concerned, an example of which is the
Advertising Standards Authority of South Africa (ASA). At the other end of the spectrum, such a facility can be
a statutory creation through an Act of Parliament, examples of which include the Ombudsman, the AuditorGeneral and the Public Protector.

b.

Proactive or reactive approach.

A proactive approach would entail measures such as the provision of

dedicated facilitators or technical advisors to assist project managers through bureaucratic processes.

A

reactive approach typically, but not necessarily, relies on measures such as auditing and penalties.

9.2

Local models

9.2.1

Ombudsman models

Local models favour the Ombudsman approach. An Ombudsman is an official, usually appointed by the government or
particular industry independent of any institution, who is charged with representing the interests of the public by
investigating and addressing complaints reported by individual citizens. There are two broad categories of
empowerment - through a statute or regulation or through a voluntary agreement.
In his address to the first General Assembly of the African Ombudsman Association (AOA) in South Africa, the President
of South Africa, Thabo Mbeki extended his thanks to the decision of electing the Public Protector as the Executive
Secretary of the AOA and the new location of the head office of the AOA. He insisted that the Ombudsperson institution
must act and be seen as an alternative structure for conflict resolution in South Africa.
The following table contains examples of such an Ombudsman and how certain aspects may be of interest to this
assignment. A representative sample was chosen from a much larger data base. These are all samples from South
Africa, but international trends are very similar. The additional example of a local infrastructure mechanism does not
really belong with the others but is placed here for comparison only and is discussed below.
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Table 7 – Listing of ombudsman type models
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Table 7 – Listing of ombudsman type models (cont’d…)
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Table 7 – Listing of ombudsman type models (cont’d…)
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Table 7 – Listing of ombudsman type models (cont’d…)
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One can see that most of the examples, both those noted here and in general use in South Africa, are based on
voluntary agreements, and designed to serve the public’s complaints. Only three examples are based on a statute or
regulation only, and all are reactive in nature, except the Film and Publications Board which serves both a proactive and
reactive role, and the MIG Macro Control Auditors, now called ‘advisors’, which are also classed as statutory and
voluntary owing to the dualistic nature of their programme. Their statutory powers come from their representation of
the dplg’s powers under the Division of Revenue Act (DoRA). The Ombudsman for Banking Services is also unique in
that way by having characteristics of both voluntarism and statutory regulation.
9.2.2

MIG Macro Control Advisors

The example of the MIG Macro Control Auditors (MCA) is different from the others in the table in that the MCA is a
function of the government to assist with infrastructure development through the Department of Provincial and Local
Government’s (the dplg) Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG), which is designed to assist with the creation of
infrastructure to provide the free basic services as intended in government policy and the constitution. The function is
outsourced and run by a consortium of consulting companies which was appointed through the usual supply chain
procedure.
Interestingly the MCA is both proactive and reactive, advising on strategy, policy and effective implementation,
producing support materials and toolkits, and intervening in municipalities where future obstacles are expected, but
also intervening with and assisting those municipalities which have not performed. In that sense it is more of a support
process or mechanism than an ombudsman. They speak of technical and administrative support, and a targeted
approach to specific municipalities according to their classification.
The MCA Technical support has included work on policies, procedures, guidelines on service levels and unit costs,
hands-on training of non–technical staff involved in MIG processes, and the development of a toolbox to support
Programme Management Units (PMUs) including all relevant templates and pro forma documents for the total project
cycle. They have introduced administrative improvements including improved sector coordination, better MIG
administration, and pro forma letters and checklists for municipalities. The targeted approach includes a differentiated
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targeted approach to a number of streams depending on classification from Metros through high performing high
capacity large municipalities all the way to low performing low capacity small municipalities.
All of these activities were preceded by exhaustive analyses and assessments of the MIG ‘world’ – at municipal, district,
provincial and national levels. They called these “as-is” assessments as opposed to “audits”.
Initially the MCA were called auditors as they were mobilized based on non or low performance almost as an audit
function, and they were and still are responsible to check on low or non compliance, and responsible to sign off
particular projects, but the title was later changed to ‘advisors’ to avoid the negative connotation thus inferred to avoid
resistance and a lack of cooperation.
According to dplg documentation6, “The main purpose ……. (of the MCA)…… is to review the MIG Programme in its
entirety across the various spheres of government in an attempt to advise on the means towards improvement of the
efficiency and effectiveness of the programme.
The Consortium’s overall work programme is divided into four (4) main phases, namely:
•

Phase 1 – Transition review - previous grant funding grants to the MIG grant,

•

Phase 2 – “As-Is” of the MIG grant at a Provincial and Municipal level (Phase 2A) and at National dplg level
(Phase 2B),

•

Phase 3 – Development of the MIG Assessment Framework, and

•

Phase 4 – Conducting MIG project reviews at a municipal level.”

The MCA is a 3 year programme. One hopes that it could be converted into a permanent function, within the
department concerned, or outsourced as it now is. It also provides a valuable case study for the proposed Capital
Expediting facility. The holistic and integrated nature of the function, its flexibility, its proactive and reactive nature, the
combination between statutory and voluntary powers, its use of outside professional resources, and its supportive,
rather than legal or regulatory, characteristics are worthy of a second look when considering this assignment.
9.2.3

FIFA 2010 Support Unit in National Treasury

The FIFA Local Organising Committee of SA (LOC) has a mandate to report to FIFA on all aspects of the 2010 World
Cup to ensure compliance with FIFA standards and governance. The LOC managed a bid process with other government
stakeholders, which resulted in the selection of host cities. These host cities prepared business plans for their projects.
NT managed the process of consideration of these business plans in line with DORA, the model for the world cup and
the reporting structure and process adopted. The NT has a financial model against which the projects are judged and
monitored. The host cities are governed by the MFMA, so direct intervention by the other spheres is not allowed.
The implementing Department is the SRSA and the budget is channelled through this department. SRSA has a
dedicated 2010 Directorate under the leadership of Dr Joe Phaahla. The function of the unit, and inter alia SRSA, is
primarily to act as a funding channel and co-ordinator of the many aspects of government's preparation for the event,
particularly in terms of infrastructure. The Department of Public Works has appointed a technical consultant to SRSA to
assist in the technical management of the process, and the CIDB prepared a standard 2010 construction agreement
and procurement model. The CIDB general guidelines are also used especially related to procurement.
The focus of implementation is the host city. The host city normally has an official appointed to coordinate 2010
development. The host city then has a project management consultant, and also a managing agent/client agent and
then of course the consortia/contractors concerned.
6

,, Consolidated Report, Pilot Visits: Results of risk analysis
dplg, Municipal Infrastructure Grant, Macro Governance Review, Phase 2A,

of selected municipalities, July 2005
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Figure 12 – 2010 Relationship Structure
National Government Policy, Decision-making, Budgeting,
Expenditure and Reporting

LOC

NT
(2010 UNIT)

SRSA

HOST CITY

The context is South African national government policy, decision-making, budgeting, expenditure and reporting. The
LOC coordinates at a high level, monitors the FIFA standards and governance and reports to FIFA. The SRSA is the
national SA government implementing agent and the NT 2010 Unit provides support to SRSA and the host city. The
host city is responsible to manage each project. Business Plans, key site meetings, progress reports, and additional
tranches of funding are managed and monitored according to the model, by the SRSA, with the assistance and signoff
of the NT 2010 unit, before funds are transferred.
The 2010 unit consists of the DDG, a PA, a Director: Infrastructure Investment Analysis, and a proposed new Director:
Road Construction. The current director appears to monitor all projects at a high level and sign off key stages especially
related to fund transfers. He is busy developing a QS model, and is planning an one page dashboard type report for all
projects. The dashboard will be accessible on a website for stakeholders.
The 2010 Unit in National Treasury appears to be a high level and strategic intervention related to NT’s budget and
expenditure powers and function, and reliant upon the other players to ensure implementation. They also appear to be
firmly embedded in the NT network, represent the power of that department, and benefit from that. They especially
rely on local government to resolve their own bottle-necks within the municipality, and support the city and SRSA to get
support from provincial and national government when necessary.

The Unit is still in its infancy stage, and is

developing its role and methodology. The overall approach appears to have been pre-emptive in conjunction with the
main decision makers and with the power of Treasury.
9.2.4

Technical Assistance Unit (TAU) in National Treasury

The Technical Assistance Unit (TAU) is a support facility in the National Treasury providing technical assistance through
a wide range of process management, advisory and support, and knowledge management services along the project
and programme management cycles, to all the national and provincial government departments and local government
a.

TAUs services are aimed to provide technical assistance to government institutions through the application of
relevant expertise and knowledge management. It informs Treasury policy in relation to its mandate of
developing norms and standards, by developing practices and methodologies to improve decision-making
along the planning and budget cycles;

b.

TAU builds capacity (investing in human resources for sustainability) in government by leveraging itself
through the use of private sector consultants but by ensuring that the private sector consultants establish and
implement appropriate approaches to public sector management consulting in a development manner and thus
TAU frames consultants to be responsive to the needs of government; and

c.

TAU proactively develops its own capability to enable government to build management capacity and capability
for delivering on development results i.e reduction of poverty and stimulating economic growth.
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Specific service offerings include:
a.

Service offerings include Studies and diagnostics

b.

Facilitation

c.

Advice, coaching, mentoring and transfer of knowledge

d.

Analysis (reviews, evaluations and audits)

e.

Procurement management advice and support

f.

Targeted training

9.3

International models

9.3.1

General

An extensive internet research effort, supplemented by communications with infrastructure professionals in Malaysia,
New Zealand, Australia and the United Kingdom revealed little in the way of a capital expediting facility. The general,
and somewhat bemused, sentiment of those contacted were that infrastructure implementing agents and regulators
know what they have to do, thus there is no need to establish a capital expediting facility.
Both New Zealand and Australia report that they occasionally establish high-level committees to co-ordinate major
infrastructure events, such as the hosting of an international sporting event.
9.3.2

New Zealand

The Auditor General in New Zealand offers project management support services that include:

•

Review all project processes for the planning, design, implementation and commissioning of the project and
compare these with good practice. For example, we can review the arrangements for governance, project
management, cost and change control, risk management, communications, reporting, and the management of
quality and health safety.

•

Provide real-time assurance and early identification of any issues as the project progresses.

•

Deliver assurance reports at each key stage of the project.

•

Undertake post-implementation reviews with a view to promoting understanding on any issues or risks that
may have arisen and, by comparison with public-sector and industry good practice, identify opportunities for
improvement.

Clearly, this support is offered at the implementing agency, rather than on bureaucratic blockages that occur within the
project regulatory approval chain.
9.3.3

Australia

Australia has a number of state level development agencies which have extensive town planning, land acquisition and
contracting powers. For example, the East Perth Redevelopment Agency (EPRA) is EPRA has a Board with seven
members, appointed by and answerable to the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure for Western Australia (WA),
Alannah MacTiernan MLA. Other examples of such development agencies in WA with state powers are the Midland
Redevelopment Authority and the Armadale Redevelopment Authority. Basically the State Parliament passes a law that
provides all the land in a designated zone is under a specified agency's care, control and management for zoning and
planning controls, plus an obligation to redevelop any government land assets as they also usually have a significant
amount of their own land in such an area.
These models are reasonably successful, as they have powers to override all the other agencies but generally consult as
they inevitably have to hand over the infrastructure at the end of the project and want the other agencies to cooperate.
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The Australian Federal Government generally limits its direct involvement in infrastructure development to defence and
certain transport matters such as airports. They also, as with other governments, tend to exercise control over state
and local projects through conditional grants. There is now one federal development project called the Murray River
basin Project. Their powers and functions are similar to the above state development agencies.
As most State (and many local) government agencies have sufficient capacity to plan, construct and manage their own
infrastructure, the issue is generally not their ability to do so, but other political considerations like marginal seats and
economic development.
9.3.4

Malaysian model

Two key agencies in Malaysia have traditionally had oversight over infrastructure projects, besides the normal
departments and agencies such as the Ministry of Works, Jabatan Kerja Raya (Public Works Department), Lembaga
Lebuhraya Berhad (Malaysian Highway Authority) and the Ministry of Transport.
Figure 13 – Malaysian EPU model

These two agencies are the Economic Planning Unit (EPU), and the Implementation and Coordination Unit (ICU). These
agencies focus on large infrastructure projects that typically have privatization features. These units reside within the
Prime Minister’s Department and hence report directly to him. As the names imply the first body (EPU) is to oversee
and finalize the project terms and bring to the PM’s attention for his approval. It always has the role to coordinate
amongst the various Ministries (Works, Finance, etc) and agencies to see all the technical and commercial terms are set
and agreed for successful implementation. The ICU is to then to monitor and coordinate and resolve any issue during
implementation. However, Malaysia has been so successful in rolling out the privatization programme that this unit has
been relatively “quiet” in its role.
Lately due to the push towards the Vision 2020 under the recent Malaysian Plan No 9, a high impact committee has
been set up. The committee’s role is to further reduce bureaucracy and to see that the EPU and ICU are performing.
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Hence, the Government has proposed to set up a national implementation action body to monitor implementation of
high impact Ninth Malaysia Plan projects. The body is to be chaired by the Prime Minister and will be supported by a
National Implementation Directorate. This Directorate is being chaired by a Minister identified within the Prime
Minister’s Department.
A project monitoring system (SPP II – acronym in Bahasa Malaysia) is currently managed and operated by the
Implementation Coordination Unit of the Prime Minister’s department. Projects’ information, including baseline data,
progress and variations, are to be input into the system at the operational level by the respective project implementing
agencies at federal, state and local government. This information is compiled, analysed and shared among agencies at
the central level, inclusive of the Prime Minister’s Department. The information is used in progress reporting,
forecasting, and decision support and as input into knowledge database and track records management.

9.4

Analysis and findings

Analysis of the models described above highlight the following matters:
9.4.1

Nature and purpose of the “typical” ombudsman

a.

The typical ombudsman:
•

can be created either through an Act of Parliament (eg. the Public Protector), or through sector/industry
agreement (eg. the Motor Industry Ombudsman);

•

operates independently within a given sector or industry;

•

represents the interests of the public by investigating and addressing complaints forwarded by individual
citizens;

•

mostly employs the alternative dispute resolution method (in lieu of formal, costly legal processes); and

•

normally only have powers of recommendation, though in certain instances may move beyond an
individual complaint and propose changes to the system (the Public Protector).

b.

A key characteristic of the typical ombudsman is reactivity: it mainly responds to a compliant, rather than to
act proactively to avoid issues from arising.

c.

Interestingly, no evidence has been found of an ombudsman for the infrastructure sector anywhere.

9.4.2

Characteristics of international models found in infrastructure sectors

The following characteristics are common to international models researched:
a.

Infrastructure sector models typically enjoy high level political (Malaysian EPU and ICU, in the Prime Minister’s

b.

The structure employed can be temporary in nature (co-ordinating committees), or formal agencies or

department) and/or statutory power (Australian redevelopment agencies).
departments may be created.
c.

They tend to focus on infrastructure planning, design and construction, and have specialist capability as
regards financing and overall programme coordination.

d.

Their power (political and/or legislative) is further enhanced through fostering and maintaining sound relations
with eventual infrastructure owners (sectoral departments such as a Department of Public Works).

e.

These models have been designed and implemented to proactively coordinate large scale infrastructure sector
initiatives to a combination of strategic goals, such as global competitiveness, industry restructuring and major
international sporting events.

f.

These models operate in environments where infrastructure role players are knowledgeable, hence there is no

g.

They can be situated at the national or provincial (state) level, depending on the geographic focus of

need to focus specifically on project blockages.
intervention.
h.
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The role of the typical international infrastructure model is therefore proactive. It seeks to coordinate the actions of
numerous infrastructure stakeholders in pursuit of the achievement of national goals.
9.4.3

Comparison of models

Figure 9 includes a matrix that compares the key characteristics of international infrastructure models to that of local
models, and against the typical ombudsman approach.
Figure 14 – Model comparison
Infrastructure type models

Ombudsman approach

2010 Soccer Unit

Unit

Technical Assistance

Advisors

Local models

MIG Macro Control

NZ committee system

NZ AG

Agencies

Key characteristics

Aus. Redevelopment

Malaysian model

International models

Project planning
Financing services
Co-ordination between project owner & Govt. depts
Implementation capacity
Temporary creation
Permanent status
Government driven initiative
Industry-driven initiative
Reactive approach, typically using ADR
Electronic systems support
Nature of power base
Statutory creation
Political mandate
Voluntary industry agreement

Though a number of international and local infrastructure models exist, they broadly share the same characteristics. All
take a pro-active approach and are especially involved in project conceptualization and planning. Most are government
driven initiatives that provide financing services, though in some cases these services may be limited to the provision of
advice. Most are however in a position to source funding, influence funding allocations or secure partnerships with the
private sector.

Most also provide a valuable role in coordinating project activities and responsibilities between

government departments.
The typical ombudsman model differs vastly from infrastructure models. They tend to be industry-driven initiatives,
derive their powers from voluntary agreements and adopt a reactive approach to problem solving.
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10.

EVALUATION OF THE NEED AND FEASIBILITY OF A CAPITAL EXPEDITING FACILITY FOR
THE INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR FOR SOUTH AFRICA

10.1

Introduction

As noted in the methodology, a conceptual capital expediting facility model (Appendix A) and a questionnaire
(Appendix B) were developed to spur discussions on the matter with a broad range of infrastructure role players in
both the public and private sectors.

This section of the report identifies a normative framework upon which such a

facility can be tested, indicates role players weighted preferences’ in terms of this framework, and arguments proposed
by those interviewed.

10.2

Normative framework

The normative framework developed, based on an assessment of available models, poses the following qualitative
value-based questions:
a.

Should the facility have statutory powers?

b.

Should it offer incentives, such as hands-on or funding support?

c.

Should it derive its powers from a voluntary arrangement?

d.

Should it mostly offer proactive support (such as assistance in project scoping and financing arrangements)?

e.

Should it mostly restrict itself to complaints?

f.

Should it mostly focus on large scale projects?

g.

Should it mostly focus on medium size projects?

h.

Should it be located in an existing government department?

i.

Should it be located in the Office of the Presidency?

j.

Should it be a newly created, independent body?

k.

Should it be a newly created unit in an existing department?

10.3

Perceptions and comments of infrastructure role players

The questions listed above have been posed to infrastructure role players.

The responses received are displayed in

Figure 15 below:
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Figure 15 – Testing of normative framework with infrastructure role players
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10.3.1 Founding mandate
65% of those interviewed indicated that the facility would not be able to operate effectively without statutory powers,
whilst 35% preferred the facility to operate based on a voluntary agreement.
10.3.2 Pro-active or reactive approach
The overwhelming majority of those interviewed (70%) preferred the pro-active approach where infrastructure creation
agents (government departments, SOEs and municipalities) are provided with support from project inception, as
opposed to responding to complaints at which point, it is argued, the delay has already occurred.

Related to the

proactive approach is the provision of incentives to overcome challenges. An example of an incentive would be to enter
into an agreement with DEAT to fast track the processing of EIA applications for identified projects. The incentive for
DEAT would be the provision of EIA facilitators to that department to deal with those processing requirements.
Some of those interviewed cautioned against the proactive approach, citing that the beneficiary departments may use
such an intervention as an excuse to distance itself from its responsibilities.
By and large, however, the argument is that there is little point in having a reactive capital expediting facility when the
departments responsible for processing applications are faced with severe capacity constraints.
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severe action, such as a court order, might fast track a specific application, but to the detriment of other applications in
waiting.
Instead, many infrastructure role players proposed that legislative requirements should be reviewed in light of a
developmental state faced with capacity constraints and ambitious infrastructure delivery targets. It has been noted
that even developed countries such as Norway relaxed environmental regulations when faced with a construction boom,
whilst China has none. With potential for bureaucratic blockages thus limited, proactive support can be offered by such
a facility to fast track a project through its various stages.
10.3.3 Focus on large or medium size projects?
The role players interviewed were divided on whether such a facility should focus on large projects, or medium size
projects. Half of those interviewed favoured the large projects, whilst the other half preferred support for the medium
size projects. The sentiment of those in charge of large projects in many cases was that they have direct contact with
key decision makers at all levels, and do not need such support.

In one case, that of Gautrain, support for large

projects is required, but mostly in the form of provision of transaction advisors, such as those provided for PPPs.
10.3.4 Housing of such a facility
Most role players (75%) interviewed were against the notion that any existing government department takes
responsibility for such a facility. There was however widespread support (75%) for such a facility to be located in the
Office of the Presidency, or for the creation of a new, independent body (80%).
It should however be noted that Government is averse to the creation of new institutions, as is evident from the
following quotation7:
“We have planned on the principle that institutional interventions are costly and should be kept to a minimum, and
that, where possible, existing institutions should be levered into new functions and responsibilities. (ASGISA)”

10.4

Additional considerations

10.4.1 Scope of operations
A cursory analysis of existing major projects indicate that, although spend in certain provinces such as Gauteng will be
greater than in others, they are still spread through the country.

If one plans for the capital expediting facility to deal

with bureaucratic delays, the facility would have reach all provinces, and potentially interact with numerous
organisations that may cause bureaucratic delays, as follows:
a.

All 9 provincial departments of environmental affairs, and other national departments as required on a case by
case basis (for sectoral approvals); and

b.

283 municipalities.

10.4.2 Project tracking capability
At this point in time, there is no consolidated list of infrastructure projects that indicate individual project owners, value
and status.
10.4.3 Some comments received by parties interviewed
Following are some quotes gathered during the interviews held with role-players. Whilst there are clearly several issues
with the efficiency of the government machinery, a key theme that arises is the need to properly plan projects, rather
than to reactively address issues.

7
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“I estimate that one of the world cup stadia will
cost 300% more than needed owing to bad
planning and procurement.” – Public Sector Project
Manager

“For a project to succeed you
need a knowledgeable client” Public Sector Project Manager

“We need a partnership with
government.” - Private Sector
Contractor

“You are asking the wrong question. This is only
a band aid. Exactly what does government want
to do and can it plan, prioritise and coordinate?
That is the correct question.” Construction
Industry Representatives

“The secret of success
for a project is a
competent project
manager.” – Private
Sector Contractor

“One of the world
cup stadia took
two years for
three signatures
before being able
to proceed.” –
Public Sector
Policy Expert

“The Koega port will be
without cranes for 2
years because of bad
planning.” – Public
Sector Project Manager

“We need early contractor involvement.” - Private Sector Contractor

“Our biggest problem is getting
technical skills into the
departments.” – Public Sector
National Department

“I am not interested in PPPs any more and the BBEE
requirements are far too expensive.” Private Sector
Developers, Architects & Project Managers

“Our biggest
delays are in the
pre feasibility and
project planning
phases and most
of them are
avoidable.” –
Public Sector
Project Manager

“We don’t have good client project
managers any more.” – Private Sector
Project Manager

“Government is
fragmented.” – Public
Sector National
Department

“We have to supply technical staff to the
municipality to process our applications and
even prepare our letters of approval” –
Private Sector Developers & Project
Managers

“Each month of delay I estimate costs 1.5%
of budget.” Private Sector Project Managers

“There is a lack of decision-making capacity
in government, and often the best decision
made by many is no decision.” – Private
Sector Contractor

“Our problem is not just
technical, it requires change
management.” Public Sector
National Department

“Why did they take 3 years to make
a decision about the soccer world
cup?” – Public Sector Project
Manager

“When we go to government,
most of the time we find nobody
home.” – Private Sector
Contractor

“We need a
project register.”
Private Sector
Construction
Industry
Representatives

“I get no support from the other
departments.” Public Sector
National Department

“IGR is a myth.”
– Public Sector
Policy Expert

“The Gautrain project has
had 6 MECs and 3 Premiers
to date.” – Public Sector
Project Manager

“Housing developments which used to take 2 years now take double the time.” – Private Sector Contractor
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10.5

Findings on the need for and feasibility of a capital expediting facility

•

The Ombudman model has been designed to assist the public in dealing with complaints. No evidence have
been found anywhere of its application in the infrastructure environment.

•

International models favour a proactive approach that plans and coordinates infrastructure delivery.

•

South African role players interviewed also largely prefer a proactive approach in dealing with infrastructure

•

Doubt exists as to whether a capital expediting facility that focuses on bureaucratic blockages can have the

delivery challenges.
desired impact, given the capacity constraints that government departments, and indeed the infrastructure
sector at large, are faced with.
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11.

STOCKTAKE OF FINDINGS AND OPTIONS

11.1

Introduction

The original terms of reference required an assessment of the need and feasibility for a capital expediting facility to
unblock bureaucratic delays to expedite mega capital projects. The major finding of this assignment was that although
bureaucratic delays are real, their impact is reasonably minor compared to the more fundamental and systemic
problems in the government’s total management process related to infrastructure delivery.

It was furthermore also

noted that several of the bureaucratic delays are attributable to the design of the regulatory frameworks, and the
manner in which they are implemented.
There is no doubt that there is a need to expedite capital spending. The infrastructure sector at large shows signs of
being strained to capacity, and a ramp-up in infrastructure delivery and service provision is planned, to which the
industry has to respond to. The remainder of this section explores areas in which the SPAID program can assist the
infrastructure sector in coping with current and anticipated demand through accelerated infrastructure spending.

11.2

Basic guidelines in crafting support options

The study highlighted the following considerations:
a.

Project owners and projects of all sizes are affected by regulatory burdens, however, since municipalities
operate in multiple infrastructure sectors, they are most strained by such burdens.

b.

The mega projects need less assistance than the medium-sized projects and programmes, which are situated
mainly at local government level. It has been estimated that local government will incur infrastructure capital
development expenditure in the order of R 141 billion between the period 2005/06 and 2014/15 (DBSA,
2006). This amount does not include fully developed cost figures for 2010 soccer preparations, the acceptance
of further mandates, upward pressure on service standards or for strategic renewals.

Furthermore, local

government’s operating expenditure on infrastructure service delivery is estimated to be at least in the order
of R 100 billion per annum in 2014. Lastly, local government is Government’s stated vehicle for infrastructure
service delivery, and the success of municipalities in this regard is deemed crucial to political stability,
economic development and social equity. The local government arena therefore presents itself as the ideal
market in which to provide support.
c.

Any facility to be created should receive visible support from the Presidency, or at least be connected with the
ASgiSA program, to muster sufficient credentials that will enable it to secure funding and cooperation from all
roleplayers.

d.

Similarly, any facility created should be situated either in the Office of the Presidency, or should be a creation
separate from any existing government department or statutory body to prevent interdepartmental conflict.

e.

The work of this facility or support programme should be reported on directly to the AsgiSA team.

f.

There is overwhelming support for hand-on assistance initiatives in the infrastructure sector at large.

11.3

Where not to focus

The study also highlighted areas that, though tempting to address because of the critical nature thereof, should be left
to other institutions to support. These are:
a.

The critical skills shortage in engineering and related disciplines is an area of major concern. This matter is
however addressed by JIPSA.

b.

Addressing the issues of materials shortages and those of capital equipment falls directly within the ambit of
the Department of trade and Industry and of the Department of Public Enterprises.
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11.4

Suggested areas of support

It is proposed that SPAID involves itself in the following areas of support:
11.4.1 Undertake a regulatory business processes and capacity assessment requirements analysis
The need
Whilst the Office of the Presidency is co-ordinating a multi-year regulatory impact assessment (RIA), the need exists to
bring short to medium relief until such time that the benefits of the comprehensive RIA referred to above are felt.
The proposal
The proposed initiative consists of two parts. The first aims to streamline bureaucratic processes around regulatory
approval or registration of projects within the framework of existing regulation.

The intention is to improve the

regulatory approval turnaround time, and to lessen the capacity load on both regulators and project owners in an effort
to facilitate improved capital spending. The second component of this initiative aims to assess the capacity
requirements of regulators, with the view to identify areas where regulatory capacity can be augmented in the short to
medium term.
Details
a.

Secure support for this initiative with the Office of the Presidency and infrastructure regulatory departments.

b.

Procure the services of a professional consultancy to undertake the regulatory business processes and capacity
assessment requirements.

c.

Convene a workshop to identify key areas where regulatory approvals related to infrastructure projects can be
speeded up, and to prioritise areas of regulatory support - and invite a cross section of industry role players to
assist with the process.

All regulatory owners should be present.

In addition to focusing on infrastructure

sector departments as regulators, consider the planning departments of metropolitan municipalities that have
to approve building plans within their areas of jurisdiction.
d.

Structure the workshop in such a manner that knowledgeable participants are divided into breakaway groups
that will each focus on a particular regulatory process (e.g. application for water permit, or for borrow
permits), and identify ways on how regulatory application and approval processes can be streamlined.

e.

The SPAID programme will then ensure that the consultant is granted access to regulatory owners, to test the
suggestions for streamlined regulatory business processes, and to consider the capacity requirements of the
regulator using accepted work study methods.

f.

The consultant will then - :
•

develop detailed blueprints for improved regulatory business processes;

•

assess the impact thereof on current systems (e.g. systems configuration, customization of existing forms
and business plans, and communicating any impacts on project owners);

•

assess the impact of the proposed changes to business processes on the human resource requirements of
the regulator(s) and project owners;

•

scope and quantify human resource capacity shortcomings of regulatory owners, after adoption of the
improved business processes; and

•
g.

develop terms of reference for human resources to augment regulatory capacity.

The consultant will present the detailed proposals referred to above to SPAID.

11.4.2 Scope the requirements

for an infrastructure creation

projects’ tracking facility,

and an

infrastructure capacity and condition dashboard, respectively
The need
A survey of international capital expediting facilities indicated that they typically employ infrastructure creation projects’
tracking systems.

This allows for proactive management in allocating resources, early identification of issues and

timely intervention in cases where the possibility exists that targets may not be met. The research also pointed to a
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number of fragmented systems that aim to capture such infrastructure creation project data, some of which include the
MIG Management Information System, the Projects Register of the CIDB and the projects’ database of National
Treasury. Whilst the focus of each system owner differs, there is by necessity duplication between the various systems,
whilst no one system can provide an holistic view of the current state of infrastructure creation.
The research also indicated that infrastructure projects are often delayed as a result of insufficient bulk infrastructure
capacity, and that the National Infrastructure Maintenance Strategy requires information on the state of existing
infrastructure. The CIDB intends to establish a system to track information on the current condition of infrastructure
across the country.
The proposal
The projects’ tracking facility would provide valuable information on committed spent (amount, sector, sphere of
government and geographic concentrations), project progress and non-financial resource commitments (e.g.
engineering capacity employed).

Such a facility would provide valuable insight into critical areas that require

monitoring and/or additional support, for example capital spending problems in a certain sphere of government, in a
given infrastructure sector (e.g. transport or water), in a particular geographic area, or where certain engineeringrelated skills are under supplied.
The infrastructure capacity and condition dashboard would in turn assist in identifying infrastructure capacity
constraints that would impede further infrastructure development, and condition data that would indicate infrastructure
in dilapidated state that may threaten the sustainability of service delivery, and would require capital injection as a
matter of priority.

Such information would directly support the implementation of the National Infrastructure

Maintenance Strategy that was adopted by Cabinet in 2006.
The proposal entails the scoping of information requirements, identifying key gaps and areas of duplication, and
developing proposals for moving forward.
Details
Facilitate a session with all infrastructure departments and supporting statutory organisations (e.g. the CIDB) to scope
the requirements for both the infrastructure creation projects facility, as well as the infrastructure capacity and
condition dashboard. The session should achieve the following:
a.

Establish the information required on infrastructure creation projects, and the parties in need of information;

b.

The extent to which infrastructure creation projects’ information is currently captured by various parties, with
emphasis on the various spheres of Government and sectoral information gathering – also establish areas of
duplication;

c.

The gap between the requirements for infrastructure creation projects’ information, and the extent to which
information is available;

d.

Establish the need for information on current infrastructure (e.g. age, location, capacity, service levels and
potential, condition, impairment losses and remaining useful life), as well as the parties in need of such
information;

e.

Establish the extent to which such information is available, and who owns and maintains that information –
including areas of duplication;

f.

Establish the gap in information required on current infrastructure;

g.

Based on the gaps and overlaps (duplication) in information requirements, explore ways to eliminate
duplication, ensure wider availability of existing information and to address information shortcomings.

Based on the results of the exploratory session described above, identify areas in which SPAID can provide support.
Alternatively, the SPAID programme can contract the services of a consultant to explore the issues raised above with
individual government departments and statutory institutions; and develop proposals on information requirements, key
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gaps and recommendations for moving forward.

Such an initiative should be pursued in partnership with the National

Spatial Development Program, dplg, infrastructure sector departments, National Treasury and the CIDB.
11.4.3 Structure a hands-on support initiative aimed at boosting transaction advice and supply chain
management assistance in local government projects
The need
Existing support initiatives primarily provide engineering skills in assisting municipalities with project planning and
execution from a technical perspective.

The research highlighted the lack of proper project planning and

implementation as the major obstacle in infrastructure capital spending.

This study found that there is a shortage of

transaction advisors and supply chain management advisors to support public sector and municipal infrastructure
projects, which provides the SPAID programme with a niche opportunity.

The need for these types of skills are

underscored by the recent introduction of the local government supply chain management regulations as well as the
PPP regulations that specifically requires a municipality to appoint either an internal or external transaction advisor for
infrastructure projects. Furthermore, the DBSA (2006: 176) concluded that municipalities will have to source some
R 66 billion outside of their share of the national fiscus to finance infrastructure development.

This requirement

emphasises the need for proper project packaging, robust investment planning, revenue generating arrangements,
business plan formulation and external fund sourcing arrangements.
The proposal
It is proposed that a support initiative is created to place transaction advisors in local government.

This initiative

should focus on municipal projects exceeding the capital value of R 30 million, that:
a.

will require external financing arrangements;

b.

require the consideration of a PPP arrangement; and/or

c.

will require the involvement of several contractors to execute

Details
For such a programme to be effective, it has to have focus. It is proposed that the focus is firstly limited to a particular
sector that displays characteristics such as high costs for infrastructure creation and opportunities for revenue
generation and that lends itself to PPP formulation or similar commercial arrangements. Furthermore, support could be
targeted on a geographic basis, targeted certain categories of municipalities or some combination of these
requirements.

It is proposed that the SPAID programme negotiates the choice of targeted recipients of support in

consultation with dplg, the relevant sector department(s) and SALGA, bearing the following in mind:
a.

B4 municipalities will typically not implement large scale projects, and often have severe constraints on
revenue generation;

b.

support should not target all categories of municipalities in all provinces; due to the cost to manage the
program.

Rather select the 21 main cities and provide each with a transaction advisor and supply chain

management advisor, or alternatively focus support on a single province earmarked for significant
infrastructure development with reasonable revenue generating capacity; and
c.

support should only be provided to organisations that meet certain criteria for a conducive support
arrangement.

Such a programme also requires the development of toolkits for municipal infrastructure investment planning, scoping
of commercial arrangements and PPP formulation, financial structuring arrangements and related items.
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Proposed Capital Expediting Facility
The proposed Capital Expediting Facility or Ombudsman (Facility) is designed to expedite large capital projects in the
Republic of SA, as defined by price and national importance. The Facility will derive its powers from a formal
agreement, including the alternative dispute resolution (ADR) process, between the relevant national departments,
provincial and local government spheres and other stakeholders, and will be supported by a formal commitment from
appropriate senior political, government and private sector leadership.
The Facility should adopt a pre-emptive approach whereby all large projects as defined, would have a representative of
the Facility on the project team, whose responsibility would be to pre-empt all constraints, blockages and delays, and
facilitate appropriate solutions. The Facility will also have the power to call together all role players before, during and
after a project in order to resolve serious impediments to the effective and timeous implementation within budget, and
record case studies and lessons learnt. All key stakeholders will nominate a liaison person whom the Facility can call
upon for problem solving. Current projects may submit a request for assistance to the Facility.
All processes will be of a typical facilitative, problem-solving and ADR nature, which commences with the definition of
the problem, graduates through informal facilitation, formal mediation and concludes in a binding mediation and/or
arbitration opinion/award. Once the process is formal, simple ADR processes and principles will be used, including IGR,
natural justice, and ‘audi alterem partem’, but simplicity and speed will be hallmarks of the procedures without
sacrificing the quality of the decisions. Simple cases will use one panellist and more complex cases larger numbers of
panellists if necessary with a presiding panellist with a casting vote. The officials and panellists of the Facility will
receive regular training and only be appointed after a rigorous selection process.
The Facility will have a board of trustees representing the various stakeholders to agree policy and strategy and provide
governance, and an executive committee for decision making purposes. There should be an executive director and a
small management and staff complement. Alternatively the programme management could be outsourced. The
Programme could also fall under an existing institution or process. Facility consultants/ panelists would be resourced
from a panel of professional consultants from the private and public sector. The budget would be accessed from
National Treasury. An appropriate legal structure may be used for the institution.
The Facility will need to submit a report of its activities on a regular basis to the arm of government and/or other body
to whom it is accountable, eg. ASGISA’s institutions, the SPAID Programme’s structures, a Cabinet Cluster, the Cabinet,
and/or Parliament or one of its Committees.
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RESEARCH INTO THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CAPITAL EXPEDITING FACILITY FOR THE INFRASTRUCTURE
SECTOR OF SOUTH AFRICA
QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Please give a brief overview of large capital projects which your organization has implemented over the past 5
years and intends to implement over the next 10 years. What have been the main problems encountered in
implementing large projects (in the feasibility, planning, procurement, construction and post-construction
phases) and what was the impact of each?

2.

In your experience, what actions (before, during and after the project) helped to solve any relevant problems (of
a

statutory,

compliance,

governmental,

inter-governmental

or

related

nature)

of

effective

project

implementation?
3.

Do you envisage similar problems in future, or do you envisage new challenges?

4.

Please elaborate on the details of these solutions (if any).

5.

In your opinion, what new or additional organisational arrangements, mechanisms, structures or institutions (if
any) would have helped you resolve the relevant implementation problems?

6.

What type of projects do you think could best benefit from such a facility?

7.

Do you think a capital expediting ombudsman facility, or any other type of facilitative process, would assist with
the effective implementation of large capital projects?

8.

Do you have an opinion on the best terms of reference, institutional positioning, powers and structure for such
an ombudsman facility?

9.

As an alternative, are there any other decisions which may be made using existing processes, structures and
institutions to accomplish the same objectives?

10.

Should the facility be facilitative or interventionist in nature?

11.

Should the facility be pre-emptive or reactive, or both?

12.

Are there any existing structures or processes where the facility may be placed, or an alternative process could
be developed?

13.

How should the facility relate to the official project manager and project team?

14.

How should the facility relate to the host department or institution?

15.

Should the facility have statutory powers?

16.

If so, what powers?

17.

Otherwise, how do we ensure that the facility has enough power to achieve the objectives?

18.

How do we ensure the facility does not simply add one more level of bureaucracy to the existing structures, and
become another gate-keeper?

19.

What resources would best be used for such a facility?

20.

Where should such a facility be positioned to ensure maximum effect?

21.

To whom, or what position or institution, should the facility be accountable?

22.

What governance processes or structures may be necessary?

23.

Are there any other concerns or suggestions you may have?

24.

Please comment on the attached draft facility model. (We could prepare a draft model based on our discussions
so far).
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